Tariff Item

Description

Staging
Rate
Category

SECTION I: LIVE ANIMALS; ANIMAL PRODUCTS
CHAPTER 01 LIVE ANIMALS
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
01.05

Live poultry, that is to say, fowls of the
species Gallus domesticus, ducks, geese,
turkeys and guinea fowls.
- Weighing not more than 185 g:

0105.11

-- Fowls of the species Gallus domesticus
--- Broilers for domestic production:

0105.11.22

---- Over access commitment

Y

- Other:
0105.92

-- Fowls of the species Gallus domesticus,
weighing not more than 2,000 g
--- Other:

0105.92.92

---- Over access commitment

0105.93

-- Fowls of the species Gallus domesticus,
weighing more than 2,000 g

Y

--- Other:
0105.93.92

---- Over access commitment

0105.99

-- Other

Y

--- Turkeys:
0105.99.12

---- Over access commitment

CHAPTER 02 MEAT AND EDIBLE MEAT OFFAL

Y

All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
02.07

Meat and edible offal, of the poultry of
heading No. 01.05, fresh, chilled or
frozen.
- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus:

0207.11

-- Not cut in pieces, fresh or chilled
--- Other:

0207.11.92

---- Over access commitment

0207.12

-- Not cut in pieces, frozen

Y

--- Other:
0207.12.92

---- Over access commitment

0207.13

-- Cuts and offal, fresh or chilled

Y

--- Other:
0207.13.92

---- Over access commitment, bone in

Y

0207.13.93

---- Over access commitment, boneless

Y

0207.14

-- Cuts and offal, frozen
--- Livers:

0207.14.22

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0207.14.92

---- Over access commitment, bone in

Y

0207.14.93

---- Over access commitment, boneless

Y

- Of turkeys:
0207.24

-- Not cut in pieces, fresh or chilled

--- Canner pack:
0207.24.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0207.24.92

---- Over access commitment

0207.25

-- Not cut in pieces, frozen

Y

--- Canner pack:
0207.25.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0207.25.92

---- Over access commitment

Y

0207.26

-- Cuts and offal, fresh or chilled

0207.26.20

--- Over access commitment, bone in

Y

0207.26.30

--- Over access commitment, boneless

Y

0207.27

-- Cuts and offal, frozen
--- Livers:

0207.27.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0207.27.92

---- Over access commitment, bone in

Y

0207.27.93

---- Over access commitment, boneless

Y

0209.00

Pig fat, free of lean meat, and poultry
fat, not rendered or otherwise extracted,
fresh, chilled, frozen, salted, in brine,
dried or smoked.
--- Poultry fat:

0209.00.22

---- Fat of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus, over access commitment

Y

0209.00.24

---- Fat of turkeys, over access
commitment

Y

02.10

Meat and edible meat offal, salted, in

brine, dried or smoked; edible flours
and meals of meat or meat offal.
0210.90

- Other, including edible flours and
meals of meat or meat offal
--- Meat of poultry:

0210.90.12

Y
---- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus, over access commitment, bone
in

0210.90.13

---- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus, over access commitment,
boneless

Y

0210.90.15

---- Of turkeys, over access commitment,
bone in

Y

0210.90.16

---- Of turkeys, over access commitment,
boneless

Y

CHAPTER 03 FISH AND CRUSTACEANS,
MOLLUSCS AND OTHER AQUATIC
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 04 DAIRY PRODUCE BIRDS' EGGS;
NATURAL HONEY; EDIBLE
PRODUCTS OF ANIMAL ORIGIN,
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED OR
INCLUDED
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
04.01

Milk and cream, not concentrated nor
containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter.

0401.10

- Of a fat content, by weight, not
exceeding 1%

0401.10.20

--- Over access commitment

Y

0401.20

- Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding
1% but not exceeding 6%

0401.20.20

--- Over access commitment

0401.30

- Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding
6%

0401.30.20

--- Over access commitment

04.02

Milk and cream, concentrated or
containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter.

0402.10

- In powder, granules or other solid
forms, of a fat content, by weight, not
exceeding 1.5%

0402.10.20

--- Over access commitment

Y

Y

Y

- In powder, granules or other solid
forms, of a fat content, by weight,
exceeding 1.5%:
0402.21

-- Not containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter
--- Milk:

0402.21.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Cream:
0402.21.22

---- Over access commitment

0402.29

-- Other

Y

--- Milk:
0402.29.11

---- Within access commitment

X1

0402.29.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

6.25¢/kg

--- Cream:
0402.29.21

---- Within access commitment

X1

0402.29.22

---- Over access commitment

Y

- Other:

12.2%

0402.91

-- Not containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter

0402.91.20

--- Over access commitment

0402.99

-- Other

0402.99.10

--- Within access commitment

X1

0402.99.20

--- Over access commitment

Y

04.03

Buttermilk, curdled milk and cream,
yogourt, kephir and other fermented or
acidified milk and cream, whether or
not concentrated or containing added
sugar or other sweetening matter or
flavoured or containing added fruit,
nuts or cocoa.

0403.10

- Yogourt

0403.10.20

--- Over access commitment

0403.90

- Other

Y

Y

--- Powdered buttermilk:
0403.90.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0403.90.92

---- Over access commitment

04.04

Whey, whether or not concentrated or
containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter; products consisting
of natural milk constituents, whether or
not containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter, not elsewhere
specified or included.

0404.10

- Whey and modified whey, whether or
not concentrated or containing added
sugar or other sweetening matter

Y

--- Powdered whey:
0404.10.22

---- Over access commitment

0404.90

- Other

0404.90.20

--- Over access commitment

04.05

Butter and other fats and oils derived

Y
Y

5.35¢/kg

from milk; dairy spreads.
0405.10

- Butter

0405.10.20

--- Over access commitment

0405.20

- Dairy spreads

0405.20.20

--- Over access commitment

0405.90

- Other

0405.90.20

--- Over access commitment

04.06

Cheese and curd.

0406.10

- Fresh (unripened or uncured) cheese,
including whey cheese, and curd

0406.10.20

--- Over access commitment

0406.20

- Grated or powdered cheese, of all
kinds

Y
Y
Y

Y

--- Cheddar and cheddar types:
0406.20.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0406.20.92

---- Over access commitment

0406.30

- Processed cheese, not grated or
powdered

0406.30.20

--- Over access commitment

0406.40

- Blue- veined cheese

0406.40.20

--- Over access commitment

0406.90

- Other cheese

Y

Y
Y

--- Cheddar and cheddar types:
0406.90.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Camembert and Camembert types:
0406.90.22

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Brie and Brie types:
0406.90.32

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Gouda and Gouda types:
0406.90.42

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Provolone and Provolone types:
0406.90.52

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Mozzarella and Mozzarella types:
0406.90.62

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Swiss/Emmental and
Swiss/Emmental types:
0406.90.72

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Gruyère and Gruyère types:
0406.90.82

---- Over access commitment

Y

--- Other:
0406.90.92

---- Havarti and Havarti types, over access Y
commitment

0406.90.94

---- Parmesan and Parmesan types, over
access commitment

Y

0406.90.96

---- Romano and Romano types, over
access commitment

Y

0406.90.99

---- Other, over access commitment

Y

0407.00

Birds' eggs, in shell, fresh, preserved or
cooked.
--- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus:

0407.00.12

---- Hatching, for broilers, over access
commitment

Y

0407.00.19

---- Other, over access commitment

Y

04.08

Birds' eggs, not in shell, and egg yolks,
fresh, dried, cooked by steaming or by
boiling in water, moulded, frozen or

otherwise preserved, whether or not
containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter.
- Egg yolks:
0408.11

-- Dried

0408.11.20

--- Over access commitment

0408.19

-- Other

0408.19.20

--- Over access commitment

Y
Y

- Other:
0408.91

-- Dried

0408.91.20

--- Over access commitment

0408.99

-- Other

0408.99.20

--- Over access commitment

CHAPTER 05 PRODUCTS OF ANIMAL ORIGIN,
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED OR
INCLUDED
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement.
SECTION II: VEGETABLE PRODUCTS
CHAPTER 06 LIVE TREES AND OTHER PLANTS;
BULBS, ROOTS AND THE LIKE;
CUT FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL
FOLIAGE
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
06.03

Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind
suitable for bouquets or for ornamental
purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached,
impregnated or otherwise prepared.

0603.10

- Fresh

Y
Y

0603.10.20

--- Roses

X3

11.9%

0603.10.30

--- Carnations or chrysanthemums

X3

11%

0603.10.90

--- Other

X3

10.4%

0603.90

- Other
--- Dyed, bleached or impregnated:

0603.90.11

---- Gypsophila

B

5%

0603.90.20

--- Gypsophila, dried and prepared

B

11%

B

1.94¢/kg but not
less than 13.2%

B

5.23¢/kg but not
less than 14.3%

B

5.82¢/kg but not
less than 13.2%

B

2.91¢/kg but not
less than 13.2%

CHAPTER 07 EDIBLE VEGETABLES AND
CERTAIN ROOTS AND TUBERS
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
0702.00

Tomatoes, fresh or chilled.

0702.00.10

--- For processing
--- Other:

0702.00.91

---- Imported during such period, which
may be divided into two separate periods,
specified by order of the Minister or the
Deputy Minister, not exceeding a total of
32 weeks in any 12 month period ending
31st March

07.03

Onions, shallots, garlic, leeks and other
alliaceous vegetables, fresh or chilled.

0703.10

- Onions and shallots

0703.10.10

--- Onion sets
--- Onions, Spanish- type, for
processing:

0703.10.21

---- Imported during such period specified
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 12 weeks in any
12 month period ending 31st March

--- Onions or shallots, green:
0703.10.31

---- Imported during such period, which
may be divided into two separate periods,
specified by order of the Minister or the
Deputy Minister, not exceeding a total of
22 weeks in any 12 month period ending
31st March

B

5.23¢/kg but not
less than 11.9%

B

3.14¢/kg but not
less than 14.3%

B

3.14¢/kg but not
less than
14.3%(1)

B

1.94¢/kg but not
less than 8.8%

B

4.71¢/kg but not
less than 14.3%

X1

5%

--- Dry shallots:
0703.10.41

---- Imported during such period, which
may be divided into two separate periods,
specified by order of the Minister or the
Deputy Minister, not exceeding a total of
46 weeks in any 12 month period ending
31st March
--- Other:

0703.10.91

---- Imported during such period, which
may be divided into two separate periods,
specified by order of the Minister or the
Deputy Minister, not exceeding a total of
46 weeks in any 12 month period ending
31st March

0707.00

Cucumbers and gherkins, fresh or
chilled.

0707.00.10

--- For processing
--- Other:

0707.00.91

---- Imported during such period, which
may be divided into two separate periods,
specified by order of the Minister or the
Deputy Minister, not exceeding a total of
30 weeks in any 12 month period ending
31st March

07.09

Other vegetables, fresh or chilled.

0709.20

- Asparagus

0709.20.10

--- For processing
--- Other:

0709.20.91

---- Imported during such period specified X1
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 8 weeks in any 12
month period ending 31st March

10%

- Mushrooms and truffles:
0709.51

-- Mushrooms

0709.51.10

--- For processing

X3

5%

0709.51.90

--- Other

X1

9.42¢/kg but not
less than 9.5%

07.10

Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by
steaming or boiling in water), frozen.

0710.80

- Other vegetables

0710.80.10

--- Asparagus

X3

21.4%

0710.80.20

--- Broccoli and cauliflowers

X3

17.6%

0710.80.30

--- Brussels sprouts

X3

11%

--- Carrots:
0710.80.41

---- Baby carrots (of a length not exceeding X3
11 cm)

15.4%

0710.80.49

---- Other

X3

13.2%

0710.80.50

--- Mushrooms

X3

11%

X3

13.2%

X3

11.9%

B

5%

B

8.8%

--- Other:
0710.80.99

---- Other

07.11

Vegetables provisionally preserved (for
example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in
brine, in sulphur water or in other
preservative solutions), but unsuitable in
that state for immediate consumption.

0711.40.00

- Cucumbers and gherkins

07.12

Dried vegetables, whole, cut, sliced,
broken or in powder, but not further
prepared.

0712.20.00

- Onions

0712.30

- Mushrooms and truffles

0712.30.10

--- Mushrooms

0712.90

- Other vegetables; mixtures of
vegetables

0712.90.30

--- Potatoes, whether or not cut or sliced
but not further prepared

X1

8.8%

0712.90.90

--- Other

X1

8.8%

B

2.91¢/kg but not
less than 11%

B

3.14¢/kg but not
less than 11.9%

X3

5%

X3

5%

X1

5%

X1

5%

CHAPTER 08 EDIBLE FRUIT AND NUTS; PEEL OF
CITRUS FRUIT OR MELONS
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
08.08

Apples, pears and quinces, fresh.

0808.20

- Pears and quinces

0808.20.10

--- Pears for processing
--- Other pears:

0808.20.21

---- Imported during such period specified
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 24 weeks in any
12 month period ending 31st March

08.09

Apricots, cherries, peaches (including
nectarines), plums and sloes, fresh.

0809.10

- Apricots

0809.10.10

--- For processing
--- Other:

0809.10.91

---- Imported during such period specified
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 10 weeks in any
12 month period ending 31st March

0809.20

- Cherries

0809.20.10

--- Sweet, for processing
--- Sour, in their natural state:

0809.20.21

---- Imported during such period specified

by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 10 weeks in any
12 month period ending 31st March
--- Other, in their natural state:
0809.20.31

---- Imported during such period specified X1
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 8 weeks in any 12
month period ending 31st March

5%

0809.20.90

--- Other

X1

5%

0809.30

- Peaches, including nectarines

0809.30.10

--- Peaches, not including nectarines, for
processing

B

5%

B

8%

B

5%

B

6%

B

6.28¢/kg but not
less than 9.5%2

---- Imported during such period specified B
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 8 weeks in any 12
month period ending 31st March

6.28¢/kg but not
less than 9.5%1

--- Other peaches, in their natural
state, not including nectarines:
0809.30.21

---- Imported during such period specified
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 14 weeks in any
12 month period ending 31st March

0809.40

- Plums and sloes

0809.40.10

--- Prune plums, for processing
--- Other prune plums, in their natural
state:

0809.40.21

---- Imported during such period specified
by order of the Minister or the Deputy
Minister, not exceeding 12 weeks in any
12 month period ending 31st March

08.10

Other fruit, fresh.

0810.10

- Strawberries

0810.10.10

--- For processing
--- Other:

0810.10.91

0810.20

- Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries
and loganberries

0810.20.90

--- Other

X1

4%

0810.30.00

- Black, white or red currants and
gooseberries

B

4%

0810.40

- Cranberries, bilberries and other fruits
of the genus Vaccinium

0810.40.90

--- Other

X1

4%

08.11

Fruit and nuts, uncooked or cooked by
steaming or boiling in water, frozen,
whether or not containing added sugar
or other sweetening matter.

0811.10

- Strawberries

0811.10.10

--- For processing

B

6.28¢/kg but not
less than 9.5%

0811.10.90

--- Other

B

14.3%

0811.20.00

- Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries,
loganberries, black, white or red currants
and gooseberries

B

8.8%

0811.90

- Other

0811.90.20

--- Cherries

X3

10.47¢/kg but
not less than
14.3%

0811.90.30

--- Peaches

X3

11.9%

0811.90.40

--- Cranberries

X1

2%

08.12

Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved
(for example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in
brine, in sulphur water or in other
preservative solutions), but unsuitable in
that state for immediate consumption.

0812.10.00

- Cherries

X3

12.5%

0812.20.00

- Strawberries

B

12.5%

0812.90

- Other

X1

5%

--- Other:
0812.90.99

---- Other

08.13

Fruit, dried, other than that of heading

Nos. 08.01 to 08.06; mixtures of nuts or
dried fruits of this Chapter.
0813.30.00

- Apples

X3

8.8%

CHAPTER 09 COFFEE, TEA, MATE AND SPICES
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement.

CHAPTER 10 CEREALS All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with the
exception of:
10.01

Wheat and meslin.

1001.10

- Durum wheat

1001.10.10

--- Within access commitment

B

$3.57/tonne

1001.10.20

--- Over access commitment

B

54.8%

1001.90

- Other

1001.90.10

--- Within access commitment

B

$3.57/tonne

1001.90.20

--- Over access commitment

B

85.5%

CHAPTER 11 PRODUCTS OF THE MILLING
INDUSTRY; MALT; STARCHES;
INULIN; WHEAT GLUTEN
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
1101.00

Wheat or meslin flour.

1101.00.10

--- Within access commitment

B

$4.55/tonne

1101.00.20

--- Over access commitment

B

$156.28/tonne

11.03

Cereal groats, meal and pellets.
- Groats and meal:

1103.11

-- Of wheat

1103.11.10

--- Within access commitment

B

$4.55/tonne

1103.11.20

--- Over access commitment

B

$117.72/tonne

- Pellets:
1103.21

-- Of wheat

1103.21.10

--- Within access commitment

B

4%

1103.21.20

--- Over access commitment

B

$110.20/tonne
plus 8.1%

11.04

Cereal grains otherwise worked (for
example, hulled, rolled, flaked, pearled,
sliced or kibbled), except rice of heading
No. 10.06; germ of cereals, whole, rolled,
flaked or ground.
- Rolled or flaked grains:

1104.19

-- Of other cereals
--- Of wheat:

1104.19.11

---- Within access commitment

B

4%

1104.19.12

---- Over access commitment

B

$119.09/tonne
plus 8.1%

- Other worked grains (for example,
hulled, pearled, sliced or kibbled):
1104.29

-- Of other cereals
--- Of wheat:

1104.29.11

---- Within access commitment

B

4%

1104.29.12

---- Over access commitment

B

$126.73/tonne
plus 8.1%

1104.30

- Germ of cereals, whole, rolled, flaked
or ground
--- Of wheat:

1104.30.11

---- Within access commitment

B

4%

1104.30.12

---- Over access commitment

B

$110.20/tonne
plus 8.1%

11.08

Starches; inulin.
- Starches:

1108.11

-- Wheat starch

1108.11.10

--- Within access commitment

B

0.8¢/kg

1108.11.20

--- Over access commitment

B

$263.30/tonne

1109.00

Wheat gluten, whether or not dried.

1109.00.10

--- Within access commitment

B

11.5%

1109.00.20

--- Over access commitment

B

$444.03/tonne
plus 16.6%

X1

6%

CHAPTER 12 OIL SEEDS AND OLEAGINOUS
FRUITS; MISCELLANEOUS
GRAINS,SEEDS AND FRUIT;
INDUSTRIAL OR MEDICINAL
PLANTS; STRAW AND FODDER
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
12.14

Swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, hay,
lucerne (alfalfa), clover, sainfoin, forage
kale, lupines, vetches and similar forage
products, whether or not in the form of
pellets.

1214.90

- Other

1214.90.10

--- Grass meal

CHAPTER 13 LAC; GUMS, RESINS AND OTHER
VEGETABLE SAPS AND EXTRACTS
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement.

CHAPTER 14 VEGETABLE PLAITING
MATERIALS; VEGETABLE

PRODUCTS NOT ELSEWHERE
SPECIFIED OR INCLUDED
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement.
SECTION III: ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE FATS AND OILS AND THEIR
CLEAVAGE PRODUCTS; PREPARED EDIBLE FATS; ANIMAL OR
VEGETABLE WAXES
CHAPTER 15 ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE FATS
AND OILS AND THEIR CLEAVAGE
PRODUCTS; PREPARED EDIBLE
FATS; ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE
WAXES
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
15.15

Other fixed vegetable fats and oils
(including jojoba oil) and their fractions,
whether or not refined, but not
chemically modified.

1515.90

- Other
--- Other:

1515.90.91

---- Crude

X2

8.8%

1515.90.99

---- Other

X2

15.4%

SECTION IV: PREPARED FOODSTUFFS; BEVERAGES, SPIRITS AND
VINEGAR; TOBACCO AND MANUFACTURED TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES
CHAPTER 16 PREPARATIONS OF MEAT, OF FISH
OR OF CRUSTACEANS, MOLLUSCS
OR OTHER AQUATIC
INVERTEBRATES
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
1601.00

Sausages and similar products, of meat,

meat offal or blood; food preparations
based on these products.
--- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus, other than in cans or glass
jars:
1601.00.23

---- Other, over access commitment

Y

--- Of turkeys, other than in cans or
glass jars:
1601.00.32

---- Over access commitment

Y

16.02

Other prepared or preserved meat, meat
offal or blood.

1602.10

- Homogenized preparations

1602.10.10

--- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus and turkeys, of heading No.
01.05

Y

1602.10.90

--- Other

Y

1602.20

- Of liver of any animal
--- Paste, of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus:

1602.20.23

---- Other, over access commitment

Y

--- Paste, of turkeys:
1602.20.33

---- Other, over access commitment

Y

- Of poultry of heading No. 01.05:
1602.31

-- Of turkeys
--- Prepared meals:

1602.31.13

---- Other, over access commitment, bone
in

Y

1602.31.14

---- Other, over access commitment,
boneless --- Other:

Y

1602.31.94

---- Other, over access commitment, bone
in

Y

1602.31.95

---- Other, over access commitment,
boneless

Y

1602.32

-- Of fowls of the species Gallus
domesticus
--- Prepared meals:

1602.32.14

---- Other, over access commitment, bone
in

Y

1602.32.15

---- Other, over access commitment,
boneless

Y

--- Other:
1602.32.95

---- Other, over access commitment, bone
in

Y

1602.32.96

---- Other, over access commitment,
boneless

Y

CHAPTER 17 SUGARS AND SUGAR
CONFECTIONERY
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
17.04

Sugar confectionery (including white
chocolate), not containing cocoa.

1704.10.00

- Chewing gum, whether or not sugarcoated

1704.90

- Other

1704.90.20

X2

6%

--- Liquorice candy

X2

6%

1704.90.30

--- Toffee

X2

6%

1704.90.90

--- Other

X2

6%

CHAPTER 18 COCOA AND COCOA
PREPARATIONS

All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
18.06

Chocolate and other food preparations
containing cocoa.

1806.20

- Other preparations in blocks, slabs or
bars weighing more than 2 kg or in
liquid, paste, powder, granular or other
bulk form in containers or immediate
packings, of a content exceeding 2 kg
--- Chocolate ice cream mix or ice milk
mix:

1806.20.32

---- Over access commitment

Y

- Other, in blocks, slabs or bars:
1806.31.00

-- Filled

X2

4%

1806.32.00

-- Not filled

X2

4%

1806.90

- Other
--- Chocolate ice cream mix or ice milk
mix:

1806.90.12

---- Over access commitment

Y

1806.90.90

--- Other

X2

CHAPTER 19 PREPARATIONS OF CEREALS,
FLOUR, STARCH OR MILK;
PASTRYCOOKS' PRODUCTS
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
19.01

Malt extract; food preparations of flour,
meal, starch or malt extract, not
containing cocoa or containing less than

4%

40% by weight of cocoa calculated on a
totally defatted basis, not elsewhere
specified or included; food preparations
of goods of headings Nos. 04.01 to 04.04,
not containing cocoa or containing less
than 5% by weight of cocoa calculated
on a totally defatted basis, not elsewhere
specified or included.
1901.20

- Mixes and doughs for the preparation
of bakers' wares of heading No. 19.05
--- In packages of a weight not
exceeding 11.34 kg each:

1901.20.12

---- Containing more than 25% by weight
of butterfat, not put up for retail sale, over
access commitment

Y

1901.20.13

---- Other, containing 25% or more by
weight of wheat, within access
commitment

B

5%

1901.20.14

---- Other, containing 25% or more by
weight of wheat, over access commitment

B

13.33¢/kg plus
9.5%

--- In bulk or in packages of a weight
exceeding 11.34 kg each:
1901.20.22

---- Containing more than 25% by weight
of butterfat, not put up for retail sale, over
access commitment

Y

1901.20.23

---- Other, containing 25% or more by
weight of wheat, within access
commitment

B

4%

1901.20.24

---- Other, containing 25% or more by
weight of wheat, over access commitment

B

13.33¢/kg plus
7.1%

1901.90

- Other
--- Food preparations of goods of
heading Nos. 04.01 to 04.04,
containing more than 10% on a dry
weight basis of milk solids:

1901.90.32

---- Ice cream mixes or ice milk mixes,
over access commitment

Y

1901.90.34

---- Other, not in retail packaging, over
access commitment

Y

19.02

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed
(with meat or other substances) or
otherwise prepared, such as spaghetti,
macaroni, noodles, lasagna, gnocchi,
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or
not prepared.
- Uncooked pasta, not stuffed or
otherwise prepared:

1902.11

-- Containing eggs
--- Containing 25% or more by weight
of wheat:

1902.11.11

---- Within access commitment

B

5%

1902.11.12

---- Over access commitment

B

18.18¢/kg plus
9.5%

1902.19

-- Other

B

18.18¢/kg

--- Containing flour and water only:
1902.19.13

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment
--- Other:

1902.19.91

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

5%

1902.19.92

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

5%

1902.19.93

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

18.18¢/kg plus
9.5%

1902.30

- Other pasta

B

5%

--- Without meat:
1902.30.11

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of

wheat, within access commitment
1902.30.12

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

19.04

Prepared foods obtained by the swelling
or roasting of cereals or cereal products
(for example, corn flakes); cereals (other
than maize (corn)) in grain form or in
the form of flakes or other worked
grains (except flour and meal), precooked, or otherwise prepared, not
elsewhere specified or included.

1904.10

- Prepared foods obtained by the
swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal
products

B

4.51¢/kg plus
9.5%

--- Containing 25% or more by weight
of wheat:
1904.10.11

---- Within access commitment

B

5%

1904.10.12

---- Over access commitment

B

13.01¢/kg plus
9.5%

1904.90

- Other
--- In packages of a weight not
exceeding 11.34 kg each:

1904.90.11

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

5%

1904.90.12

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

10.25¢/kg plus
9.5%

--- In bulk or in packages of a weight
exceeding 11.34 kg each:
1904.90.21

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

4%

1904.90.22

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

10.25¢/kg plus
7.1%

19.05

Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other
bakers' wares, whether or not
containing cocoa; communion wafers,

empty cachets of a kind suitable for
pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice
paper and similar products.
1905.10

- Crispbread
--- Leavened with yeast:

1905.10.12

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

15.1¢/kg

--- Other, in packages of a weight not
exceeding 11.34 kg each:
1905.10.21

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

5%

1905.10.22

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

15.1¢/kg plus
9.5%

--- Other, in bulk or in packages of a
weight exceeding 11.34 kg each:
1905.10.31

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

4%

1905.10.32

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

15.1¢/kg plus
7.1%

1905.30

- Sweet biscuits; waffles and wafers
--- Biscuits valued at not less than
44¢/kg, said value to be based on the
net weight and to include the value of
the usual retail package:

1905.30.11

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

X2

4.1%

1905.30.12

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

X2

6.06¢/kg plus
4.8%

1905.30.19

---- Other --- Other:

X2

4.4%

1905.30.91

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

X2

2%

1905.30.92

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of

X2

6.06¢/kg plus

wheat, over access commitment
1905.30.99

---- Other

1905.40

- Rusks, toasted bread and similar
toasted products

4.8%
X2

2%

B

15.1¢/kg

--- Leavened with yeast:
1905.40.12

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment
--- Other:

1905.40.91

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

4%

1905.40.92

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

15.1¢/kg plus
8.4%

1905.90

- Other
--- Bread:

1905.90.13

---- Other bread, containing 25% or more
by weight of wheat, in packages of a
weight not exceeding 11.34 kg each,
within access commitment

B

5%

1905.90.14

---- Other bread, containing 25% or more
by weight of wheat, in packages of a
weight not exceeding 11.34 kg each, over
access commitment

B

9.47¢/kg plus
9.5%

1905.90.15

---- Other bread, containing 25% or more B
by weight of wheat, in bulk or in packages
of a weight exceeding 11.34 kg each,
within access commitment

4%

1905.90.16

---- Other bread, containing 25% or more B
by weight of wheat, in bulk or in packages
of a weight exceeding 11.34 kg each, over
access commitment --- Biscuits:

9.47¢/kg plus
7.1%

1905.90.21

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of B
wheat, valued at not less than 44¢/kg, said
value to be based on the net weight and to
include the value of the usual retail
package, within access commitment

2%

1905.90.22

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of

6.06¢/kg plus

B

4.8%

wheat, valued at not less than 44¢/kg, said
value to be based on the net weight and to
include the value of the usual retail
package, over access commitment
1905.90.23

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, within access commitment

B

2%

1905.90.24

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment --Pretzels:

B

6.06¢/kg plus
4.8%

1905.90.42

---- Containing 25% or more by weight of
wheat, over access commitment

B

14.66¢/kg plus
4.8%

CHAPTER 20 PREPARATIONS OF VEGETABLES,
FRUIT, NUTS OR OTHER PARTS OF
PLANTS
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
20.02

Tomatoes prepared or preserved
otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid.

2002.10.00

- Tomatoes, whole or in pieces

X3

12.9%

2002.90.00

- Other

B

9.5%

20.03

Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or
preserved otherwise than by vinegar or
acetic acid.

2003.10.00

- Mushrooms

B

19%

20.04

Other vegetables prepared or preserved
otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid,
frozen, other than products of heading
No. 20.06.

2004.90

- Other vegetables and mixtures of
vegetables

2004.90.10

--- Asparagus

B

19.8%

20.05

Other vegetables prepared or preserved
otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid,
not frozen, other than products of

heading No. 20.06.
2005.60.00

- Asparagus

2005.90

- Other vegetables and mixtures of
vegetables

B

19.8%

--- Baby carrots (of a length not
exceeding 11cm):
2005.90.11

---- In air-tight containers

X3

16.6%

2005.90.19

---- Other

X3

11.9%

X1

11%

--- Other:
2005.90.99

---- Other

20.07

Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, fruit or
nut purée and fruit or nut pastes, being
cooked preparations, whether or not
containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter.
- Other:

2007.99

-- Other

2007.99.10

--- Strawberry jam

X3

14.3%

2007.99.90

--- Other

X3

9.5%

20.08

Fruit, nuts and other edible parts of
plants, otherwise prepared or preserved,
whether or not containing added sugar
or other sweetening matter or spirit, not
elsewhere specified or included.

2008.40

- Pears

2008.40.10

--- Pulp

B

8.8%

2008.40.90

--- Other

B

13.2%

2008.50

- Apricots

2008.50.10

--- Pulp

B

8.8%

2008.50.90

--- Other

B

13.2%

2008.60

- Cherries

2008.60.10

--- Pulp

B

8.8%

2008.60.90

--- Other

B

14.3%

2008.70

- Peaches

2008.70.10

--- Pulp

B

8.8%

2008.70.90

--- Other

B

11.4%

2008.80

- Strawberries

2008.80.10

---

Pulp B

14.3%

2008.80.90

--- Other

B

9.5%

X3

8.8%

- Other, including mixtures other than
those of subheading No. 2008.19:
2008.92

-- Mixtures

2008.92.90

--- Other

2008.99

-- Other
--- Apples:

2008.99.11

---- Pulp

X3

9.5%

2008.99.19

---- Other

X3

4.8%

X1

8.8%

B

14.3%

B

13.2%

B

10.45¢/litre but
not less than
9.5%

--- Other:
2008.99.99

---- Other

20.09

Fruit juices (including grape must) and
vegetable juices, unfermented and not
containing added spirit, whether or not
containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter.

2009.50.00

- Tomato juice

2009.60

- Grape juice (including grape must)

2009.60.90

--- Other

2009.70

- Apple juice

2009.70.10

--- Concentrated, for use in the
manufacture of apple juice
--- Other:

2009.70.91

---- Concentrated or reconstituted

B

9.5%

2009.70.99

---- Other

B

4.8%

2009.80

- Juice of any other single fruit or

vegetable
--- Fruit:
2009.80.12

---- Prune

X1

1%

2009.80.20

--- Vegetable

X1

13.2%

CHAPTER 21 MISCELLANEOUS EDIBLE
PREPARATIONS
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
21.02

Yeasts (active or inactive); other singlecell micro-organisms, dead (but not
including vaccines of heading No.
30.02); prepared baking powders.

2102.10

- Active yeasts

2102.10.10

--- With a moisture content of 15% or
more but excluding liquid yeast

X1

11%

2102.10.20

--- With a moisture content of less than
15%; liquid yeast

X1

8.8%

21.03

Sauces and preparations therefor;
mixed condiments and mixed
seasonings; mustard flour and meal and
prepared mustard.

2103.20

- Tomato ketchup and other tomato
sauces

2103.20.10

--- Tomato ketchup

B

14.3%

2103.20.90

--- Other

B

14.3%

21.04

Soups and broths and preparations
therefor; homogenized composite food
preparations.

2104.10.00

- Soups and broths and preparations
therefor

X2

10.4%

2105.00

Ice cream and other edible ice, whether
or not containing cocoa.

--- Other:
2105.00.92

---- Over access commitment

21.06

Food preparations not elsewhere
specified or included.

2106.90

- Other

Y

--- Syrups derived from cane or beet
sugar, containing added colouring
matter; food concentrates and fruit
syrups of a kind used in beverages or
other food preparations:
2106.90.21

---- Syrups derived from cane or beet
sugar, containing added colouring matter
and, in the dry state, 90% or more by
weight of sugar and no added flavouring
matter

X2

8.8%

2106.90.22

---- Food concentrates and fruit syrups of a X1
kind used in beverages or other food
preparations

8.8%

2106.90.29

---- Other

8.8%

X2

--- Milk, cream or butter substitutes,
preparations suitable for use as butter
substitutes:
2106.90.32

---- Milk, cream or butter substitutes,
Y
containing 50% or more by weight of dairy
content, over access commitment

2106.90.34

---- Preparations, other than of tariff item
No. 2106.90.31 or 2106.90.32, containing
more than 15% by weight of milk fat but
less than 50% by weight of dairy content,
suitable for use as butter substitutes, over
access commitment

2106.90.35

---- Milk or cream substitutes, containing, X2
in the dry state, over 10% by weight of
milk solids but less than 50% by weight of

Y

7%

dairy content, and butter substitutes,
containing, in the dry state, over 10% by
weight of milk solids but 15% or less by
weight of milk fat
2106.90.39

---- Other

X2

7%

2106.90.50

--- Protein hydrolysates

X2

6%

2106.90.60

--- Cheese fondue

X2

12.5%

--- Egg preparations:
2106.90.72

---- Over access commitment

Y

2106.90.80

--- Popping corn, prepared and packaged
for use in microwave ovens

X2

5%

--- Other:
2106.90.91

---- Concentrated juice of any single fruit
or vegetable, fortified with vitamins or
minerals

X2

10%

2106.90.92

---- Concentrated mixtures of fruit or
X2
vegetable juices, fortified with vitamins or
minerals

10%

2106.90.94

---- Containing 50% or more by weight of
dairy content, over access commitment

Y

2106.90.95

---- Other preparations, containing in the
dry state, over 10% by weight of milk
solids, but less than 50% by weight of
dairy content

X2

7%

2106.90.99

---- Other

X3

10%

CHAPTER 22 BEVERAGES, SPIRITS AND
VINEGAR
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
22.02

Waters, including mineral waters and
aerated waters, containing added sugar
or other sweetening matter or flavoured,
and other non- alcoholic beverages, not

including fruit or vegetable juices of
heading No. 20.09.
2202.90

- Other
--- Beverages containing milk:

2202.90.43

---- Other, containing 50% or more by
weight of dairy content, not put up for
retail sale, over access commitment

22.04

Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified
wines; grape must other than that of
heading No. 20.09.

2204.10.00

- Sparkling wine

Y

X3

41.8¢/litre

B

3.87¢/litre

B

$110.20/tonne
plus 4.8%

- Other wine; grape must with
fermentation prevented or arrested by
the addition of alcohol:
2204.29

-- Other

2204.29.10

--- Wine, of an alcoholic strength by
volume not exceeding 13.7% vol

CHAPTER 23 RESIDUES AND WASTE FROM THE
FOOD INDUSTRIES; PREPARED
ANIMAL FODDER
All Items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement with
the exception of:
23.02

Bran, sharps and other residues,
whether or not in the form of pellets,
derived from the sifting, milling or other
working of cereals or of leguminous
plants.

2302.30

- Of wheat

2302.30.20

--- Over access commitment

23.09

Preparations of a kind used in animal
feeding.

2309.90

- Other
--- Complete feeds and feed
supplements, including concentrates:

2309.90.33

---- Containing 50% or more by weight in
the dry state of non-fat milk solids, over
access commitment

Y

CHAPTER 24 TOBACCO AND MANUFACTURED
TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES
All items duty-free upon
implementation of the Agreement.
SECTION V: MINERAL PRODUCTS
CHAPTER 25 SALT; SULPHUR; EARTHS AND STONE;
PLASTERING MATERIALS, LIME AND
CEMENT
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 26 ORES, SLAG AND ASH
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 27 MINERAL FUELS, MINERAL OILS AND
PRODUCTS OF THEIR DISTILLATION ;
BITUMINOUS SUBSTANCES; MINERAL
WAXES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement
SECTION VI: PRODUCTS OF THE CHEMICAL OR ALLIED INDUSTRIES
CHAPTER 28 INORGANIC CHEMICALS; ORGANIC OR
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF PRECIOUS

METALS, OF RARE- EARTH METALS, OF
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS OR OF ISOTOPES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 29 ORGANIC CHEMICALS
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement with the exception of:
29.05

Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated,
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives.
- Other polyhydric alcohols:

2905.42.00

-- Pentaerythritol

CHAPTER 30 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 31 FERTILIZERS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 32 TANNING OR DYEING EXTRACTS; TANNINS
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES; DYES,
PIGMENTS AND OTHER COLOURING
MATTER; PAINTS AND VARNISHES; PUTTY
AND OTHER MASTICS; INKS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

A-

6%

CHAPTER 33 ESSENTIAL OILS AND RESINOIDS;
PERFUMERY, COSMETIC OR TOILET
PREPARATIONS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 34 SOAP, ORGANIC SURFACE- ACTIVE
AGENTS, WASHING
PREPARATIONS,LUBRICATING
PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL WAXES,
PREPARED WAXES,POLISHING OR
SCOURING PREPARATIONS, CANDLES AND
SIMILAR ARTICLES, MODELLING PASTES,
"DENTAL WAXES"AND DENTAL
PREPARATIONS WITH A BASIS OF PLASTER
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 35 ALBUMINOIDAL SUBSTANCES; MODIFIED
STARCHES; GLUES; ENZYMES
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement with the exception of:
35.02

Albumins (including concentrates of two or more
whey proteins, containing by weight more than
80% whey proteins, calculated on the dry matter),
albuminates and other albumin derivatives.
- Egg albumin:

3502.11

-- Dried

3502.11.20

--- Over access commitment

3502.19

-- Other

3502.19.20

--- Over access commitment

3503.00

Gelatin (including gelatin in rectangular (including
square) sheets, whether or not surface-worked or
coloured) and gelatin derivatives; isinglass; other

Y
Y

glues of animal origin, excluding casein glues of
heading No. 35.01.
3503.00.90

--- Other

X1

6%

CHAPTER 36 EXPLOSIVES; PYROTECHNIC PRODUCTS;
MATCHES; PYROPHORIC ALLOYS;
CERTAIN COMBUSTIBLE PREPARATIONS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 37 PHOTOGRAPHIC OR CINEMATOGRAPHIC
GOODS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 38 MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement
SECTION VII: PLASTICS AND ARTICLES THEREOF; RUBBER AND
ARTICLES THEREOF
CHAPTER 39 PLASTICS AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement with the exception of:
39.07

Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins, in
primary forms; polycarbonates, alkyd resins,
polyallyl esters and other polyesters, in primary
forms.

3907.60.00

- Polyethylene terephthalate

39.16

Monofilament of which any cross- sectional
dimension exceeds 1mm, rods, sticks and profile
shapes, whether or not surface-worked but not
otherwise worked, of plastics.

Ba

6.5%

3916.10.00

- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3916.20.00

- Of polymers of vinyl chloride

Ba

8%

3916.90

- Of other plastics

3916.90.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

39.17

Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
- Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid:

3917.21.00

-- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3917.22.00

-- Of polymers of propylene

Ba

8%

3917.23.00

-- Of polymers of vinyl chloride

Ba

8%

3917.29.00

-- Of other plastics

Ba

8%

3917.31.00

-- Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, having a minimum Ba
burst pressure of 27.6 MPa

8%

3917.32.00

-- Other, not reinforced or otherwise combined with
other materials, without fittings

Ba

8%

3917.33.00

-- Other, not reinforced or otherwise combined with
other materials, with fittings

Ba

8%

3917.39.00

-- Other

Ba

8%

3917.40.00

- Fittings

Ba

8%

39.18

Floor coverings of plastics, whether or not selfadhesive, in rolls or in the form of tiles; wall or
ceiling coverings of plastics, as defined in Note 9 to
this Chapter.

3918.10

- Of polymers of vinyl chloride

- Other tubes, pipes and hoses:

--- Wall or ceiling coverings combined with
knitted or woven fabrics, nonwoven or felts:
3918.10.11

---- Containing man- made or glass fibres

Ba

14%

3918.10.19

---- Containing other textile material

Ba

12%

3918.10.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3918.90

- Of other plastics

--- Wall or ceiling coverings combined with
knitted or woven fabrics, nonwoven or felts:
3918.90.11

---- Containing man- made or glass fibres

Ba

14%

3918.90.19

---- Containing other textile material

Ba

12%

--- Other:
3918.90.91

---- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3918.90.99

---- Other

Ba

8%

39.19

Self- adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip
and other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in
rolls.

3919.10

- In rolls of a width not exceeding 20 cm
--- Combined with knitted or woven fabrics,
nonwovens or felts, such combinations which
can, without fracturing, be bent manually around
a cylinder of a diameter of 7mm, at a
temperature between 15 and 30C:

3919.10.11

---- Containing man- made or glass fibres

Ba

14%

3919.10.19

---- Containing other textile material

Ba

12%

3919.10.30

--- Of regenerated cellulose

Ba

7%

--- Other:
3919.10.91

---- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3919.10.99

---- Other

Ba

8%

3919.90

- Other
--- Combined with knitted or woven fabrics,
nonwovens or felts, such combinations which
can, without fracturing, be bent manually around
a cylinder of a diameter of 7mm, at a
temperature between 15 and 30C:

3919.90.11

---- Containing man- made or glass fibres

Ba

14%

3919.90.19

---- Containing other textile material

Ba

12%

--- Other:
3919.90.91

---- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3919.90.99

---- Other

Ba

8%

39.20

Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics,
non- cellular and not reinforced, laminated,
supported or similarly combined with other
materials.

3920.10.00

- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3920.20.00

- Of polymers of propylene

Ba

8%

3920.30.00

- Of polymers of styrene

Ba

8%

- Of polymers of vinyl chloride:
3920.41.00

-- Rigid

Ba

8%

3920.42.00

-- Flexible

Ba

8%

Ba

8%

- Of acrylic polymers:
3920.59.00

-- Other
- Of polycarbonates, alkyd resins, polyallyl esters
or other polyesters:

3920.61.00

-- Of polycarbonates

Ba

8%

3920.63.00

-- Of unsaturated polyesters

Ba

8%

3920.69.00

-- Of other polyesters

Ba

8%

Ba

7%

- Of cellulose or its chemical derivatives:
3920.71.00

-- Of regenerated cellulose
- Of other plastics:

3920.91.00

-- Of polyvinyl butyral

Ba

8%

3920.92.00

-- Of polyamides

Ba

8%

3920.94.00

-- Of phenolic resins

Ba

8%

3920.99.00

-- Of other plastics

Ba

8%

39.21

Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics.
- Cellular:
Ba

8%

--- Containing not more than 70% by weight of
plastics and combined with textile materials in which
man- made fibres predominate by weight over any
other single textile fibre

Ba

8%

3921.12.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3921.13

-- Of polyurethanes

3921.13.10

--- Containing not more than 70% by weight of
plastics and combined with textile materials in which
man- made fibres predominate by weight over any
other single textile fibre

Ba

8%

3921.13.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3921.14.00

-- Of regenerated cellulose

Ba

7%

3921.19

-- Of other plastics

3921.19.10

--- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3921.19.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3921.90

- Other

3921.11.00

-- Of polymers of styrene

3921.12

-- Of polymers of vinyl chloride

3921.12.10

--- Containing not more than 70% by weight of
plastics and combined with textile materials in
which man- made fibres predominate by weight
over any other single textile fibre:
3921.90.11

---- Combined with knitted or woven fabrics,
nonwovens or felts, such combinations which can,
without fracturing, be bent manually around a
cylinder of a diameter of 7 mm, at a temperature
between 15o and 30o C

Ba

16.5%

3921.90.19

---- Other

Ba

16.5%

--- Other, combined with knitted or woven fabrics,
nonwovens or felts, such combinations which
can, without fracturing, be bent manually around

a cylinder of a diameter of 7 mm, at a
temperature between 15o and 30oC:
3921.90.21

---- Containing man- made or glass fibres

Ba

14%

3921.90.29

---- Containing other textile material

Ba

12%

3921.90.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

39.22

Baths, shower- baths, wash- basins, bidets,
lavatory pans, seats and covers, flushing cisterns
and similar sanitary ware, of plastics.

3922.90

- Other

3922.90.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

39.23

Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics.

3923.10.00

- Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles

Ba

8%

- Sacks and bags (including cones):
3923.21.00

-- Of polymers of ethylene

Ba

8%

3923.29.00

-- Of other plastics

Ba

8%

3923.30

- Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles

3923.30.10

--- Bottles, whether or not with caps

Ba

8%

3923.30.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3923.50

- Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures

3923.50.10

--- Bottle caps

Ba

8%

3923.50.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3923.90

- Other

3923.90.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

39.24

Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles
and toilet articles, of plastics.

3924.10

- Tableware and kitchenware

3924.10.10

--- Tableware not including tumblers or disposable
goods

Ba

8%

3924.10.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3924.90.00

- Other

Ba

8%

39.25

Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified

or included.
3925.10.00

- Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, of
a capacity exceeding 300 litres

Ba

8%

3925.20.00

- Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds
for doors

Ba

8%

3925.90.00

- Other

Ba

8%

39.26

Other articles of plastics and articles of other
materials of heading Nos. 39.01 to 39.14.

3926.10.00

- Office or school supplies

Ba

8%

3926.20

- Articles of apparel and clothing accessories
(including gloves)
--- Mittens and gloves:

3926.20.11

---- Disposable gloves

Ba

14%

3926.20.19

---- Other

Ba

14%

3926.20.20

--- Belts

Ba

8%

3926.20.30

--- Articles of apparel and other clothing accessories, Ba
containing not more than 25% by weight of woven
fabrics of man- made fibres, coated on both sides with
polymers of vinyl chloride

8%

--- Other articles of apparel and clothing
accessories, of plastics combined with knitted or
woven fabrics, bolducs, nonwovens or felts:
3926.20.81

---- Containing woven fabrics of vegetable fibres and Ba
not more than 50% by weight of silk or less than 50%
by weight of man- made fibres or glass fibres

12%

3926.20.82

---- Containing woven fabrics of more than 50% by
weight of silk

Ba

11%

3926.20.89

---- Other

Ba

14%

3926.20.90

--- Other

Ba

8%

3926.40

- Statuettes and other ornamental articles

3926.40.90

--- Other ornamental articles

Ba

8%

3926.90

- Other

3926.90.10

--- Door mats

Ba

10%

3926.90.30

--- Mattresses

Ba

8%

--- Other:
3926.90.91

---- Identification tags for animals

Ba

7%

3926.90.99

---- Other

Ba

8%

CHAPTER 40 RUBBER AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement with the exception of:
40.12

Retreaded or used pneumatic tires of rubber; solid
or cushion tires, interchangeable tire treads and
tire flaps, of rubber.

4012.20

- Used pneumatic tires

4012.20.20

--- Of a kind used on vehicles, including tractors, for
the on- highway transport of passengers or goods, or
on vehicles of heading No. 87.05

B

6.5%

4012.20.90

--- Other

B

6.5%

SECTION VIII: RAW HIDES AND SKINS, LEATHER, FURSKINS AND
ARTICLES THEREOF; SADDLERY AND HARNESS; TRAVEL GOODS,
HANDBAGS AND SIMILAR CONTAINERS; ARTICLES OF ANIMAL GUT
(OTHER THAN SILK-WORM GUT)
CHAPTER 41 RAW HIDES AND SKINS (OTHER THAN FURSKINS)
AND LEATHER
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 42 ARTICLES OF LEATHER; SADDLERY AND HARNESS;
TRAVEL GOODS, HANDBAGS AND SIMILAR
CONTAINERS; ARTICLES OF ANIMAL GUT (OTHER
THAN SILK- WORM GUT)
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 43 FURSKINS AND ARTIFICIAL FUR; MANUFACTURES
THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

SECTION IX: WOOD AND ARTICLES OF WOOD; WOOD CHARCOAL;
CORK AND ARTICLES OF CORK; MANUFACTURES OF STRAW, OF
ESPARTO OR OF OTHER PLAITING MATERIALS; BASKETWARE AND
WICKERWORK
CHAPTER 44 WOOD AND ARTICLES OF WOOD; WOOD
CHARCOAL
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 45 CORK AND ARTICLES OF CORK
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 46 MANUFACTURES OF STRAW, OF ESPARTO OR OF
OTHER PLAITING MATERIALS; BASKETWARE AND
WICKERWORK
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION X: PULP OF WOOD OR OF OTHER FIBROUS CELLULOSIC
MATERIAL; WASTE AND SCRAP OF PAPER OR PAPERBOARD; PAPER
AND PAPERBOARD AND ARTICLES THEREOF
CHAPTER 47 PULP OF WOOD OR OF OTHER FIBROUS
CELLULOSIC MATERIAL; WASTE AND SCRAP OF
PAPER OR PAPERBOARD
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 48 PAPER AND PAPERBOARD; ARTICLES OF PAPER
PULP, OF PAPER OR OF PAPERBOARD
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 49 PRINTED BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS, PICTURES AND
OTHER PRODUCTS OF THE PRINTING INDUSTRY;
MANUSCRIPTS, TYPESCRIPTS AND PLANS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

Tariff Item

Description

Staging
Rate
Category

SECTION XI: TEXTILES AND TEXTILE ARTICLES
CHAPTER 50 SILK
All items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement

CHAPTER 51 WOOL, FINE OR COARSE ANIMAL
HAIR; HORSEHAIR YARN AND WOVEN
FABRIC
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
51.06

Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail
sale.

5106.10.00

- Containing 85% or more by weight of wool

A-

4%

5106.20.00

- Containing less than 85% by weight of wool

A-

4%

51.07

Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail
sale.

5107.10

- Containing 85% or more by weight of wool

5107.10.90

--- Other

A-

4%

5107.20

- Containing less than 85% by weight of
wool

5107.20.90

--- Other

A-

4%

51.08

Yarn of fine animal hair (carded or
combed), not put up for retail sale.

5108.10

- Carded

5108.10.20

--- Containing less than 50% by weight of hair

A-

4%

5108.20

- Combed

5108.20.20

--- Containing less than 50% by weight of hair

A-

4%

51.09

Yarn of wool or of fine animal hair, put up
for retail sale.

5109.10.00

- Containing 85% or more by weight of wool Aor of fine animal hair

4%

5109.90.00

- Other

51.11

Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded
fine animal hair.

A-

4%

- Containing 85% or more by weight of
wool or of fine animal hair:
5111.11

-- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m²

5111.11.90

--- Other

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5111.19.00

-- Other

A-

8.2%

5111.20

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with manmade filaments
--- Other:

5111.20.91

---- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5111.20.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

5111.30

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with manmade staple fibres
--- Other:

5111.30.91

---- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5111.30.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

5111.90

- Other
--- Other:

5111.90.91

---- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5111.90.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

51.12

Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed
fine animal hair.
- Containing 85% or more by weight of
wool or of fine animal hair:

5112.11

-- Of a weight not exceeding 200 g/m²

5112.11.90

--- Other

5112.19

-- Other

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

--- Other:
5112.19.91

---- Of a weight exceeding 200 g/m2 but not
exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5112.19.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

5112.20

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with manmade filaments
--- Other:

5112.20.91

---- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5112.20.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

5112.30

- Other, mixed mainly or solely with manmade staple fibres
--- Other:

5112.30.91

---- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5112.30.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

5112.90

- Other

--- Other:
5112.90.91

---- Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2

A-

12.5% but
not to
exceed
$2.20/kg

5112.90.92

---- Of a weight exceeding 300 g/m²

A-

8.2%

5113.00.00

Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of
horsehair.

A-

8.2%

B- *

6.5%

CHAPTER 52 COTTON
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
5203.00

Cotton, carded or combed.

5203.00.90

--- Other

52.04

Cotton sewing thread, whether or not put up
for retail sale.
- Not put up for retail sale:

5204.11.00

-- Containing 85% or more by weight of
cotton

B-

8.7%

5204.19.00

-- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5204.20.00

- Put up for retail sale

B-

8.7%

52.05

Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread),
containing 85% or more by weight of cotton,
not put up for retail sale.
- Single yarn, of uncombed fibres:

5205.11.00

-- Measuring 714.29 decitex or more (not
exceeding 14 metric number)

B-

8.7%

5205.12.00

-- Measuring less than 714.29 decitex but not Bless than 232.56 decitex (exceeding 14 metric
number but not exceeding 43 metric
number)

8.7%

5205.13.00

-- Measuring less than 232.56 decitex but not B-

8.7%

less than 192.31 decitex (exceeding 43 metric
number but not exceeding 52 metric
number)
5205.14.00

-- Measuring less than 192.31 decitex but not Bless than 125 decitex (exceeding 52 metric
number but not exceeding 80 metric
number)

8.7%

5205.15.00

-- Measuring less than 125 decitex (exceeding B80 metric number)

8.7%

- Single yarn, of combed fibres:
5205.21.00

-- Measuring 714.29 decitex or more (not
exceeding 14 metric number)

B-

8.7%

5205.22.00

-- Measuring less than 714.29 decitex but not Bless than 232.56 decitex (exceeding 14 metric
number but not exceeding 43 metric
number)

8.7%

5205.23.00

-- Measuring less than 232.56 decitex but not Bless than 192.31 decitex (exceeding 43 metric
number but not exceeding 52 metric
number)

8.7%

5205.24.00

-- Measuring less than 192.31 decitex but not Bless than 125 decitex (exceeding 52 metric
number but not exceeding 80 metric
number)

8.7%

5205.26.00

-- Measuring less than 125 decitex but not
less than 106.38 decitex (exceeding 80metric
number but not exceeding 94 metric
number)

B-

8.7%

5205.27.00

-- Measuring less than 106.38 decitex but not Bless than 83.33decitex (exceeding 94metric
number but not exceeding 120 metric
number)

8.7%

5205.28.00

-- Measuring less than 83.33 decitex
(exceeding 120 metric number)

B-

8.7%

B-

8.7%

- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of
uncombed fibres:
5205.31.00

-- Measuring per single yarn 714.29 decitex
or more (not exceeding 14 metric number

per single yarn)
5205.32.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 714.29 Bdecitex but not less than 232.56 decitex
(exceeding 14 metric number but not
exceeding 43 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.33.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 232.56 Bdecitex but not less than 192.31 decitex
(exceeding 43 metric number but not
exceeding 52 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.34.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 192.31 Bdecitex but not less than 125 decitex
(exceeding 52 metric number but not
exceeding 80 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.35.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 125
decitex (exceeding 80 metric number per
single yarn)

B-

8.7%

- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of
combed fibres:
5205.41.00

-- Measuring per single yarn 714.29 decitex
or more (not exceeding 14 metric number
per single yarn)

B-

8.7%

5205.42.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 714.29 Bdecitex but not less than 232.56 decitex
(exceeding 14 metric number but not
exceeding 43 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.43.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 232.56 Bdecitex but not less than 192.31 decitex
(exceeding 43 metric number but not
exceeding 52 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.44.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 192.31 Bdecitex but not less than 125 decitex
(exceeding 52 metric number but not
exceeding 80 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.46.00

B-- Measuring per single yarn less than 125
decitex but not less than 106.38 decitex
(exceeding 80metric number but not
exceeding 94 metric number per single yarn)

8.7%

5205.47.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 106.38 Bdecitex but not less than 83.33 decitex
(exceeding 94 metric number but not

8.7%

exceeding 120 metric number per single
yarn)
5205.48

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 83.33
decitex (exceeding 120 metric number per
single yarn)

5205.48.90

--- Other

52.06

Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread),
containing less than 85% by weight of
cotton, not put up for retail sale.

B-

8.7%

- Single yarn, of uncombed fibres:
5206.11.00

-- Measuring 714.29 decitex or more (not
exceeding 14 metric number)

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.12.00

-- Measuring less than 714.29 decitex but not Bless than 232.56 decitex (exceeding 14 metric
number but not exceeding 43 metric
number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.13.00

-- Measuring less than 232.56 decitex but not Bless than 192.31 decitex (exceeding 43 metric
number but not exceeding 52 metric
number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.14.00

-- Measuring less than 192.31 decitex but not Bless than 125 decitex (exceeding 52 metric
number but not exceeding 80 metric
number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.15.00

-- Measuring less than 125 decitex (exceeding B80 metric number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Single yarn, of combed fibres:
5206.21.00

-- Measuring 714.29 decitex or more (not
exceeding 14 metric number)

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.22.00

-- Measuring less than 714.29 decitex but not Bless than 232.56 decitex (exceeding 14 metric
number but not exceeding 43 metric
number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.23.00

-- Measuring less than 232.56 decitex but not Bless than 192.31 decitex (exceeding 43 metric
number but not exceeding 52 metric
number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.24.00

-- Measuring less than 192.31 decitex but not B-

7% and

5206.25.00

less than 125 decitex (exceeding 52 metric
number but not exceeding 80 metric
number)

7.7¢/kg

-- Measuring less than 125 decitex (exceeding B80 metric number)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of
uncombed fibres:
5206.31.00

-- Measuring per single yarn 714.29 decitex
or more (not exceeding 14 metric number
per single yarn)

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.32.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 714.29 Bdecitex but not less than 232.56 decitex
(exceeding 14 metric number but not
exceeding 43 metric number per single yarn)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.33.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 232.56 Bdecitex but not less than 192.31 decitex
(exceeding 43 metric number but not
exceeding 52 metric number per single yarn)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.34.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 192.31 Bdecitex but not less than 125 decitex
(exceeding 52 metric number but not
exceeding 80 metric number per single yarn)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.35.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 125
decitex (exceeding 80 metric number per
single yarn)

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of
combed fibres:
5206.41.00

-- Measuring per single yarn 714.29 decitex
or more (not exceeding 14 metric number
per single yarn)

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.42.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 714.29 Bdecitex but not less than 232.56 decitex
(exceeding 14 metric number but not
exceeding 43 metric number per single yarn)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.43.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 232.56 Bdecitex but not less than 192.31 decitex
(exceeding 43 metric number but not
exceeding 52 metric number per single yarn)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.44.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 192.31 Bdecitex but not less than 125 decitex
(exceeding 52 metric number but not
exceeding 80 metric number per single yarn)

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5206.45.00

-- Measuring per single yarn less than 125
decitex (exceeding 80 metric number per
single yarn)

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

52.07

Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread) put
up for retail sale.

5207.10.00

- Containing 85% or more by weight of
cotton

B-

8.7%

5207.90.00

- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

52.08

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or
more by weight of cotton, weighing not more
than 200 g/m².
- Unbleached:

5208.11

-- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100
g/m²

5208.11.90

--- Other

B-

10.5%

5208.12.00

-- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m² B-

10.5%

5208.13.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

10.5%

5208.19.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

10.5%

B-

12.2%

- Bleached:
5208.21.00

-- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100
g/m²

5208.22

-- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m²

5208.22.90

--- Other

B-

12.2%

5208.23.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

12.2%

5208.29.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

B-

12.2%

- Dyed:
5208.31.00

-- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100
g/m²

5208.32

-- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m²

5208.32.90

--- Other

B-

12.2%

5208.33.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

12.2%

5208.39.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

B-

12.2%

- Of yarns of different colours:
5208.41.00

-- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100
g/m²

5208.42

-- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m²

5208.42.90

--- Other

B-

12.2%

5208.43.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

12.2%

5208.49.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

B-

12.2%

- Printed:
5208.51.00

-- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100
g/m²

5208.52

-- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m²

5208.52.90

--- Other

B-

12.2%

5208.53.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

12.2%

5208.59.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

52.09

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or
more by weight of cotton, weighing more
than 200 g/m².
- Unbleached:

5209.11.00

-- Plain weave

B-

10.5%

5209.12.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

10.5%

5209.19.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

10.5%

- Bleached:
5209.21.00

-- Plain weave

B-

12.2%

5209.22.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including

B-

12.2%

cross twill
5209.29.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

- Dyed:
5209.31.00

-- Plain weave

B-

12.2%

5209.32.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

12.2%

5209.39.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

- Of yarns of different colours:
5209.41.00

-- Plain weave

B-

12.2%

5209.43.00

-- Other fabrics of 3- thread or 4- thread
twill, including cross twill

B-

12.2%

5209.49.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

- Printed:
5209.51.00

-- Plain weave

B-

12.2%

5209.52.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

12.2%

5209.59.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

12.2%

52.10

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than
85% by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or
solely with man- made fibres, weighing not
more than 200 g/m².
- Unbleached:

5210.11.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5210.12.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5210.19.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Bleached:
5210.21.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5210.22.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5210.29.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Dyed:
5210.31.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5210.32.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5210.39.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Of yarns of different colours:
5210.41.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5210.42.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5210.49.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Printed:
5210.51.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5210.52.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5210.59.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

52.11

Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than
85% by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or
solely with man- made fibres, weighing more
than 200 g/m².
- Unbleached:

5211.11.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5211.12.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5211.19.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Bleached:
5211.21.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5211.22.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5211.29.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Dyed:

5211.31.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5211.32.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5211.39.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Of yarns of different colours:
5211.41.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5211.43.00

-- Other fabrics of 3- thread or 4- thread
twill, including cross twill

B-

17.5%

5211.49.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Printed:
5211.51.00

-- Plain weave

B-

17.5%

5211.52.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill

B-

17.5%

5211.59.00

-- Other fabrics

B-

17.5%

52.12

Other woven fabrics of cotton.
- Weighing not more than 200g/m2:

5212.11

-- Unbleached

5212.11.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.11.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.11.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.12

-- Bleached

5212.12.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.12.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.12.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.13

-- Dyed

5212.13.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.13.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.13.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.14

-- Of yarns of different colours

5212.14.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.14.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.14.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.15

-- Printed

5212.15.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.15.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.15.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

- Weighing more than 200 g/m2:
5212.21

-- Unbleached

5212.21.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.21.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.21.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.22

-- Bleached

5212.22.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.22.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.22.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.23

-- Dyed

5212.23.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.23.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.23.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

5212.24

-- Of yarns of different colours

5212.24.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

B-

5.2%

5212.24.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

B-

9.4%

B-

5.2%

--- Other:
5212.24.99

---- Other

5212.25

-- Printed

5212.25.10

--- Mixed mainly or solely with silk

5212.25.20

--- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5212.25.90

--- Other

B-

9.4%

CHAPTER 53 OTHER VEGETABLE TEXTILE FIBRES;
PAPER YARN AND WOVEN FABRICS
OF PAPER YARN
All items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement

CHAPTER 54 MAN- MADE FILAMENTS
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
54.01

Sewing thread of man- made filaments,
whether or not put up for retail sale.

5401.10.00

- Of synthetic filaments

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5401.20.00

- Of artificial filaments

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

54.02

Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing
thread), not put up for retail sale, including
synthetic monofilament of less than 67
decitex.

5402.10

- High tenacity yarn of nylon or other
polyamides

5402.10.90

--- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.20

- High tenacity yarn of polyesters

5402.20.90

--- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

B-

4.5% and

- Textured yarn:
5402.31.00

-- Of nylon or other polyamides, measuring
per single yarn not more than 50 tex

5402.32

-- Of nylon or other polyamides, measuring
per single yarn more than 50 tex

5402.32.90

--- Other

5.9¢/kg
5402.33.00

-- Of polyesters

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.39.00

-- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- Other yarn, single, untwisted or with a
twist not exceeding 50 turns per metre:
5402.41

-- Of nylon or other polyamides

5402.41.90

--- Other

5402.43

-- Of polyesters, other

5402.43.10

--- Solely of polyesters, measuring not less than B75 decitex but not more than 80 decitex and
having 24 filaments per yarn

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.43.90

--- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.49

-- Other

5402.49.90

--- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- Other yarn, single, with a twist exceeding
50 turns per metre:
5402.51.00

-- Of nylon or other polyamides

5402.52

-- Of polyesters

5402.52.10

--- Solely of polyesters, measuring not less than B75 decitex but not more than 80 decitex and
having 24 filaments per yarn

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.52.90

--- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.59.00

-- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- Other yarn, multiple (folded) or cabled:
5402.61.00

-- Of nylon or other polyamides

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.62.00

-- Of polyesters

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- High tenacity yarn of viscose rayon

B-

4.5%

- Textured yarn

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5402.69.00

-- Other

54.03

Artificial filament yarn (other than sewing
thread), not put up for retail sale, including
artificial monofilament of less than 67
decitex.

5403.10.00
5403.20.00

- Other yarn, single:
5403.33.00

-- Of cellulose acetate

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5403.39.00

-- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- Other yarn, multiple (folded) or cabled:
5403.42.00

-- Of cellulose acetate B- 4.5% and 5.9¢/kg

5403.49.00

-- Other B- 4.5% and 5.9¢/kg

54.04

Synthetic monofilament of 67 decitex or
more and of which no cross-sectional
dimension exceeds 1 mm; strip and the like
(for example, artificial straw) of synthetic
textile materials of an apparent width not
exceeding 5 mm.

5404.10

- Monofilament

5404.10.90

--- Other

5404.90

- Other

5404.90.90

--- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5405.00.00

Artificial monofilament of 67 decitex or
more and of which no cross- sectional
dimension exceeds 1 mm; strip and the like
(for example, artificial straw) of artificial
textile materials of an apparant width not
exceeding 5 mm.

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

54.06

Man- made filament yarn (other than sewing
thread), put up for retail sale.

5406.10.00

- Synthetic filament yarn

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5406.20.00

- Artificial filament yarn

54.07

Woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn,
including woven fabrics obtained from
materials of heading No. 54.04.

5407.10.00

- Woven fabrics obtained from high tenacity Byarn of nylon or other polyamides or of
polyesters

17.5%

5407.20.00

- Woven fabrics obtained from strip or the
like

B-

17.5%

5407.30.00

- Fabrics specified in Note 9 to Section XI

B-

17.5%

5407.41.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics, containing 85% or
more by weight of filaments of nylon or
other polyamides:
5407.42.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5407.43.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5407.44.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics, containing 85% or
more by weight of textured polyester
filaments:
5407.51.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5407.52.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5407.53.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5407.54.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

5407.61

-- Containing 85% or more by weight of
non- textured polyester filaments

5407.61.10

--- Solely of polyesters, of single yarns
Bmeasuring not less than 75 decitex but not more
than 80 decitex, having 24 filaments per yarn
and a twist of 900 or more turns per metre

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics, containing 85% or
more by weight of polyester filaments:

5407.61.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5407.69.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics, containing 85% or
more by weight of synthetic filaments:
5407.71.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5407.72.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5407.73.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5407.74.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics, containing less than
85% by weight of synthetic filaments,
mixed mainly or solely with cotton:
5407.81.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5407.82.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5407.83.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5407.84.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics:
5407.91.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5407.92.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5407.93.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5407.94.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

54.08

Woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn,
including woven fabrics obtained from
materials of heading No. 54.05.

5408.10.00

- Woven fabrics obtained from high tenacity Byarn, of viscose rayon

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics, containing 85% or
more by weight of artificial filament or strip
or the like:
5408.21.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

5408.22

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5408.22.10

--- Of cuprammonium rayon

B-

17.5%

5408.22.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5408.23

-- Of yarns of different colours

5408.23.10

--- Of cuprammonium rayon

B-

17.5%

5408.23.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5408.24

-- Printed

5408.24.10

--- Of cuprammonium rayon

B-

17.5%

5408.24.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics:
5408.31.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5408.32.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5408.33.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5408.34.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

CHAPTER 55 MAN- MADE STAPLE FIBRES
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
55.01

Synthetic filament tow.

5501.10.00

- Of nylon or other polyamides

B- *

5%

5501.20.00

- Of polyesters

B- *

5%

5501.90.00

- Other

B- *

5%

5502.00.00

Artificial filament tow.

B- *

5%

55.03

Synthetic staple fibres, not carded, combed
or otherwise processed for spinning.

5503.10.00

- Of nylon or other polyamides

A-

2.5%

5503.20.00

- Of polyesters

A-

2.5%

5503.40.00

- Of polypropylene

B-

3.5%

5503.90.00

- Other

B-

3.5%

55.04

Artificial staple fibres, not carded, combed
or otherwise processed for spinning.

5504.90.00

- Other

B-

3.5%

55.06

Synthetic staple fibres, carded, combed or
otherwise processed for spinning.

5506.10.00

- Of nylon or other polyamides

A-

2.5%

5506.20.00

- Of polyesters

A-

2.5%

5506.90.00

- Other

B-

3.5%

55.08

Sewing thread of man- made staple fibres,
whether or not put up for retail sale.

5508.10.00

- Of synthetic staple fibres

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5508.20.00

- Of artificial staple fibres

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

55.09

Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic
staple fibres, not put up for retail sale.
- Containing 85% or more by weight of
staple fibres of nylon or other polyamides:

5509.11.00

-- Single yarn

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5509.12.00

-- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Containing 85% or more by weight of
polyester staple fibres:
5509.21.00

-- Single yarn

5509.22

-- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn

5509.22.10

--- Solely of polyesters

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5509.22.90

--- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Containing 85% or more by weight of
acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres:
5509.31.00

-- Single yarn

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5509.32.00

-- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Other yarn, containing 85% or more by

weight of synthetic staple fibres:
5509.41.00

-- Single yarn

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5509.42.00

-- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- Other yarn, of polyester staple fibres:
5509.51.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with artificial
staple fibres

5509.52

-- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

5509.52.90

--- Other

B-

8.7%

5509.53.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with cotton

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5509.59.00

-- Other

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

- Other yarn, of acrylic or modacrylic staple
fibres:
5509.61.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

8.7%

5509.62.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with cotton

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5509.69.00

-- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

- Other yarn:
5509.91.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

8.7%

5509.92.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with cotton

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5509.99.00

-- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

55.10

Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial
staple fibres, not put up for retail sale.

B-

4.5% and

- Containing 85% or more by weight of
artificial staple fibres:
5510.11.00

-- Single yarn

5.9¢/kg
5510.12.00

-- Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5510.20.00

- Other yarn, mixed mainly or solely with
wool or fine animal hair

B-

8.7%

5510.30.00

- Other yarn, mixed mainly or solely with
cotton

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

5510.90.00

- Other yarn

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

55.11

Yarn (other than sewing thread) of manmade staple fibres, put up for retail sale.

5511.10.00

- Of synthetic staple fibres, containing 85%
or more by weight of such fibres

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5511.20.00

- Of synthetic staple fibres, containing less
than 85% by weight of such fibres

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5511.30.00

- Of artificial staple fibres

B-

4.5% and
5.9¢/kg

55.12

Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres,
containing 85% or more by weight of
synthetic staple fibres.
- Containing 85% or more by weight of
polyester staple fibres:

5512.11.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5512.19.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

- Containing 85% or more by weight of
acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres:
5512.21.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5512.29.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

- Other:
5512.91.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5512.99.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

55.13

Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres,
containing less than 85% by weight of such
fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of

a weight not exceeding 170 g/m².
- Unbleached or bleached:
5513.11.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5513.12.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.13.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.19.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Dyed:
5513.21.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5513.22.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.23.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.29.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Of yarns of different colours:
5513.31.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5513.32.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.33.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.39.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Printed:
5513.41.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5513.42.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.43.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5513.49.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

55.14

Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres,
containing less than 85% by weight of such
fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of
a weight exceeding 170 g/m².

- Unbleached or bleached:
5514.11.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5514.12.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.13.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.19.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Dyed:
5514.21.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5514.22.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.23.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.29.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

B-

17.5%

- Of yarns of different colours:
5514.31.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

5514.32

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

5514.32.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5514.33.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.39.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Printed:
5514.41.00

-- Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave

B-

17.5%

5514.42.00

-- 3- thread or 4- thread twill, including
cross twill, of polyester staple fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.43.00

-- Other woven fabrics of polyester staple
fibres

B-

17.5%

5514.49.00

-- Other woven fabrics

B-

17.5%

55.15

Other woven fabrics of synthetic staple
fibres.

- Of polyester staple fibres:
5515.11.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with viscose rayon Bstaple fibres

17.5%

5515.12.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with man- made
filaments

B-

17.5%

5515.13.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair B- 11.5%

5515.19.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

- Of acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres:
5515.21.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with man- made
filaments

B-

17.5%

5515.22.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5515.29.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

- Other woven fabrics:
5515.91.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with man- made
filaments

B-

17.5%

5515.92.00

-- Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
animal hair

B-

11.5%

5515.99.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

55.16

Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres.
- Containing 85% or more by weight of
artificial staple fibres:

5516.11.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5516.12.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5516.13.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5516.14.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

- Containing less than 85% by weight of
artificial staple fibres, mixed mainly or
solely with man- made filaments:

5516.21.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5516.22.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5516.23.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5516.24.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

- Containing less than 85% by weight of
artificial staple fibres, mixed mainly or
solely with wool or fine animal hair:
5516.31.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

11.5%

5516.32.00

-- Dyed

B-

11.5%

5516.33.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

11.5%

5516.34.00

-- Printed

B-

11.5%

- Containing less than 85% by weight of
artificial staple fibres, mixed mainly or
solely with cotton:
5516.41.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5516.42.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5516.43.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5516.44.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

- Other:
5516.91.00

-- Unbleached or bleached

B-

17.5%

5516.92.00

-- Dyed

B-

17.5%

5516.93.00

-- Of yarns of different colours

B-

17.5%

5516.94.00

-- Printed

B-

17.5%

CHAPTER 56 WADDING, FELT AND NONWOVENS;
SPECIAL YARNS; TWINE, CORDAGE,
ROPES AND CABLES AND ARTICLES
THEREOF
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
56.01

Wadding of textile materials and articles
thereof; textile fibres, not exceeding 5 mm in
length (flock), textile dust and mill neps.

5601.10

- Sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and
napkin liners for babies and similar sanitary
articles, of wadding

5601.10.10

--- Sanitary towels and tampons

A-

5%

5601.10.90

--- Other

A-

11.2%

- Wadding; other articles of wadding:
5601.21

-- Of cotton

5601.21.10

--- Wadding

B-

4.2%

5601.21.20

--- Articles of wadding

B-

15.7%

5601.22

-- Of man- made fibres

5601.22.10

--- Wadding

B-

4.2%

5601.22.20

--- Articles of wadding

B-

17.5%

5601.29

-- Other

5601.29.10

--- Wadding

B-

4.2%

5601.29.20

--- Articles of wadding

B-

15.7%

5601.30

- Textile flock and dust and mill neps

B-

3.5%

B-

11.5%

--- Textile flock:
5601.30.12

---- Of man- made fibres

56.02

Felt, whether or not impregnated, coated,
covered or laminated.

5602.10

- Needleloom felt and stitch- bonded fibre
fabrics

5602.10.10

--- Impregnated, coated, covered or laminated

--- Other:
5602.10.99

---- Other

B-

17.5%

- Other felt, not impregnated, coated,
covered or laminated:
5602.21.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B-

7.7%

5602.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15.1%

5602.90.00

- Other

B-

11.5%

56.03

Nonwovens, whether or not impregnated,
coated, covered or laminated.
- Of man- made filaments:

5603.11

-- Weighing not more than 25 g/m²
--- Other:

5603.11.92

---- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.11.99

---- Other

B-

17.3%

5603.12

-- Weighing more than 25 g/m² but not more
than 70 g/m²
--- Other:

5603.12.92

---- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

B-

12.4%

5603.12.99

---- Other

B-

17.3%

5603.13

-- Weighing more than 70 g/m² but not more
than 150 g/m²
--- Other:

5603.13.92

---- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.13.99

---- Other

B-

17.3%

5603.14

-- Weighing more than 150 g/m²
--- Other:

5603.14.92

---- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.14.99

---- Other

B-

17.3%

- Other:
5603.91

-- Weighing not more than 25 g/m²

5603.91.10

--- Solely of melt- blown polypropylene and
polyester fibres, whether or not supported on
one side with a textile product

B-

4.2%

5603.91.30

--- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.91.90

--- Other

B-

17.3%

5603.92

-- Weighing more than 25 g/m² but not more
than 70 g/m²

5603.92.10

--- Solely of melt- blown polypropylene and
polyester fibres, whether or not supported on
one side with a textile product

B-

4.2%

5603.92.30

--- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.92.90

--- Other

B-

17.3%

5603.93

-- Weighing more than 70 g/m² but not more
than 150 g/m²

5603.93.10

--- Solely of melt- blown polypropylene and
polyester fibres, whether or not supported on
one side with a textile product

B-

4.2%

5603.93.30

--- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.93.90

--- Other

B-

17.3%

5603.94

-- Weighing more than 150g/m2

5603.94.10

--- Solely of melt- blown polypropylene and
polyester fibres, whether or not supported on

B-

4.2%

one side with a textile product
5603.94.30

--- Other, for use as liners, transfer layers or
leak control shields in the manufacture of
disposable napkins (diapers)

A-

12.4%

5603.94.90

--- Other

B-

17.3%

56.04

Rubber thread and cord, textile covered;
textile yarn, and strip and the like of heading
No. 54.04 or 54.05, impregnated, coated,
covered or sheathed with rubber or plastics.

5604.10.00

- Rubber thread and cord, textile covered

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5604.20

- High tenacity yarn of polyesters, of nylon
or other polyamides or of viscose rayon,
impregnated or coated

5604.20.10

--- Of polyesters or of nylon or other
polyamides

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5604.20.20

--- Of viscose rayon

B-

4.5% and
8.4¢/kg

5604.90.00

- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5605.00.00

BMetallized yarn, whether or not gimped,
being textile yarn, or strip or the like of
heading No. 54.04 or 54.05, combined with
metal in the form of thread, strip or powder
or covered with metal.

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5606.00

Gimped yarn, and strip and the like of
heading No .54.04 or 54.05, gimped (other
than those of heading No. 56.05 and gimped
horsehair yarn); chenille yarn (including
flock chenille yarn); loop wale- yarn.
--- Gimped yarn, and strip and the like of
heading No.54.04 or 54.05, gimped (other
than those of heading No.56.05 and
gimped horsehair yarn):

5606.00.19

---- Other
--- Chenille yarn (including flock chenille

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

yarn):
5606.00.29

---- Other

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

B-

9.4%

B-

14%

--- Loop wale- yarn:
5606.00.39

---- Other

56.07

Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, whether
or not plaited or braided and whether or not
impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed
with rubber or plastics.

5607.10

- Of jute or other textile bast fibres of
heading No. 53.03

5607.10.10

--- Of a circumference not exceeding 25.4 mm

5607.10.20

- Of sisal or other textile fibres of the genus
Agave:
--- Of a circumference exceeding 25.4 mm

5607.29

-- Other

5607.29.10

--- Of a circumference not exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

8.7%

5607.29.20

--- Of a circumference exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

14%

5607.30

- Of abaca (Manila hemp or Musa textilis
Nee) or other hard (leaf) fibres

5607.30.10

--- Of a circumference not exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

8.7%

5607.30.20

--- Of a circumference exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

14%

- Of polyethylene or polypropylene:
5607.49

-- Other

5607.49.10

--- Of a circumference not exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5607.49.20

--- Of a circumference exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

14%

5607.50

- Of other synthetic fibres

5607.50.10

--- Of a circumference not exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

7% and
7.7¢/kg

5607.50.20

--- Of a circumference exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

14%

5607.90

- Other

5607.90.10

--- Of a circumference not exceeding 25.4 mm

B-

8.7%

5607.90.20

--- Of a circumference exceeding 25.4 mm

56.08

Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope;
made up fishing nets and other made up
nets, of textile materials.

B-

14%

B-

17.5%

- Of man- made textile materials:
5608.11.00

-- Made up fishing nets

5608.19

-- Other

5608.19.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5608.90.00

- Other

B-

14%

5609.00.00

Articles of yarn, strip or the like of heading
No. 54.04 or 54.05, twine, cordage, rope or
cables, not elsewhere specified or included.

B-

10.5%

B-

9.1%

B-

9.1%

B-

9.1%

CHAPTER 57 CARPETS AND OTHER TEXTILE
FLOOR COVERINGS
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
57.01

Carpets and other textile floor coverings,
knotted, whether or not made up.

5701.10

- Of wool or fine animal hair

5701.10.10

--- Machine knotted

5701.90

- Of other textile materials

5701.90.10

--- Machine knotted

57.02

Carpets and other textile floor coverings,
woven, not tufted or flocked, whether or not
made up, including "Kelem'', "Schumacks'',
"Karamanie'' and similar hand- woven rugs.

5702.10.00

- "Kelem", "Schumacks", "Karamanie"
and similar hand- woven rugs
- Other, of pile construction, not made up:

5702.31.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B-

9.1%

5702.32.00

-- Of man- made textile materials

B-

9.1%

5702.39.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

9.1%

- Other, of pile construction, made up:
5702.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B-

9.1%

5702.42.00

-- Of man- made textile materials

B-

10.1%

5702.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

10.1%

- Other, not of pile construction, not made
up:
5702.51.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B-

9.1%

5702.52.00

-- Of man- made textile materials

B-

9.1%

5702.59

-- Of other textile materials

5702.59.90

--- Other

B-

9.1%

- Other, not of pile construction, made up:
5702.91.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B-

9.1%

5702.92.00

-- Of man- made textile materials

B-

10.1%

5702.99

-- Of other textile materials

5702.99.90

--- Other

B-

9.1%

57.03

Carpets and other textile floor coverings,
tufted, whether or not made up.

5703.10

- Of wool or fine animal hair

5703.10.10

--- Machine tufted

B-

9.1%

5703.20

- Of nylon or other polyamides

5703.20.10

--- Machine tufted

B-

9.1%

5703.30

- Of other man- made textile materials

5703.30.10

--- Machine tufted

B-

9.1%

5703.90

- Of other textile materials

5703.90.10

--- Machine tufted

B-

9.1%

57.04

Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of
felt, not tufted or flocked, whether or not
made up.

5704.10.00

- Tiles, having a maximum surface area of
0.3 m²

B-

9.1%

5704.90.00

- Other

B-

9.1%

5705.00.00

Other carpets and other textile floor
coverings, whether or not made up.

B-

8.7%

B-

11.5%

B-

12.2%

CHAPTER 58 SPECIAL WOVEN FABRICS; TUFTED
TEXTILE FABRICS; LACE;
TAPESTRIES; TRIMMINGS;
EMBROIDERY
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
58.01

Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics,
other than fabrics of heading No. 58.02 or
58.06.

5801.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair
- Of cotton:

5801.21.00

-- Uncut weft pile fabrics

5801.22

-- Cut corduroy

5801.22.10

--- Solely of cotton

A-

7.5%

5801.22.90

--- Other

A-

10%

5801.23

-- Other weft pile fabrics

5801.23.10

--- Not containing man- made fibres

B-

10.5%

5801.23.20

--- Containing man- made fibres

B-

14%

5801.24.00

-- Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut)

B-

12.5%

5801.26.00

-- Chenille fabrics

B-

14.1%

- Of man- made fibres:
5801.31.00

-- Uncut weft pile fabrics

B-

17.5%

5801.32.00

-- Cut corduroy

A-

10%

5801.33.00

-- Other weft pile fabrics

B-

14%

5801.34.00

-- Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut)

B-

17.5%

5801.36.00

-- Chenille fabrics

B-

17.5%

5801.90

- Of other textile materials

5801.90.90

--- Other

B-

8%

58.02

Terry towelling and similar woven terry

fabrics, other than narrow fabrics of
heading No 58.06; tufted textile fabrics,
other than products of heading No. 57.03.
- Terry towelling and similar woven terry
fabrics, of cotton:
5802.11

-- Unbleached

5802.11.10

--- Solely of cotton, not mercerised

B-

10.5%

5802.11.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5802.19.00

-- Other

B-

12.2%

5802.20.00

- Terry towelling and similar woven terry
fabrics, of other textile materials

B-

17.5%

5802.30.00

- Tufted textile fabrics

B-

17.5%

58.03

Gauze, other than narrow fabrics of heading
No. 58.06.

5803.10

- Of cotton

5803.10.90

--- Other

B-

13.7%

5803.90

- Of other textile materials
--- Of wool:

5803.90.19

---- Other

B-

17.5% but
not to
exceed
$3.115/kg

5803.90.90

--- Other

B-

9.8%

58.04

Tulles and other net fabrics, not including
woven, knitted or crocheted fabrics; lace in
the piece, in strips or in motifs, other than
fabrics of heading No. 60.02.

5804.10

- Tulles and other net fabrics

5804.10.10

--- Solely of vegetable fibres

B-

4.5%

5804.10.90

--- Other

B-

14%

- Mechanically made lace:
5804.21.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

12.2%

5804.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

4.5%

5804.30

- Hand- made lace

5804.30.10

--- Solely of vegetable fibres

B-

4.5%

5804.30.90

--- Other

B-

14%

5805.00

Hand- woven tapestries of the type Gobelins,
Flanders, Aubusson, Beauvais and the like,
and needle- worked tapestries (for example,
petit point, cross stitch), whether or not
made up.

5805.00.90

--- Other

B-

15.7%

58.06

Narrow woven fabrics, other than goods of
heading No. 58.07; narrow fabrics consisting
of warp without weft assembled by means of
an adhesive (bolducs).

5806.10

- Woven pile fabrics (including terry
towelling and similar terry fabrics) and
chenille fabrics

5806.10.10

--- Of silk; of cotton or other vegetable fibres

B-

7%

5806.10.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

5806.20.00

- Other woven fabrics, containing by weight
5% or more of elastomeric yarn or rubber
thread

B-

17.5%

5806.31

-- Of cotton

5806.31.10

--- Solely of cotton, unbleached, not mercerized B-

10.5%

5806.31.20

--- Other, solely of cotton

B-

12.2%

5806.31.30

--- Containing man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

5806.31.90

--- Other

B-

14%

5806.32.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

15.7%

5806.39

-- Of other textile materials

5806.39.90

--- Other

B-

10.5%

5806.40.00

B- Fabrics consisting of warp without weft
assembled by means of an adhesive (bolducs)

16.8%

58.07

Labels, badges and similar articles of textile
materials, in the piece, in strips or cut to
shape or size, not embroidered.

5807.10

- Woven

- Other woven fabrics:

5807.10.10

--- Labels

B-

10.8%

5807.10.20

--- Badges and similar articles

B-

7%

5807.90.00

- Other

B-

7%

58.08

Braids in the piece; ornamental trimmings
in the piece, without embroidery, other than
knitted or crocheted; tassels, pompons and
similar articles.

5808.10.00

- Braids in the piece

B-

10.5%

5808.90.00

- Other

B-

17%

5809.00.00

Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven
fabrics of metallized yarn of heading No.
56.05, of a kind used in apparel, as
furnishing fabrics or for similar purposes,
not elsewhere specified or included.

B-

17.5%

58.10

Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in
motifs.

5810.10.00

- Embroidery without visible ground

B-

5.6%

- Other embroidery:
5810.91

-- Of cotton

5810.91.10

--- Solely of cotton or of cotton mixed solely
with other vegetable fibres

B-

4.5%

5810.91.90

--- Other

B-

14%

5810.92.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

14%

5810.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

14%

5811.00

Quilted textile products in the piece,
composed of one or more layers of textile
materials assembled with padding by
stitching or otherwise, other than
embroidery of heading No. 58.10.

5811.00.10

--- Cotton piece goods

B-

17.5%

5811.00.20

--- Man- made piece goods

B-

17.5%

5811.00.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

Tariff Item

Description

Staging
Rate
Category

CHAPTER 59 IMPREGNATED, COATED, COVERED
OR LAMINATED TEXTILE FABRICS;

TEXTILE ARTICLES OF A KIND
SUITABLE FOR INDUSTRIAL USE
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
59.01

Textile fabrics coated with gum or
amylaceous substances, of a kind used for
the outer covers of books or the like; tracing
cloth; prepared painting canvas; buckram
and similar stiffened textile fabrics of a kind
used for hat foundations.

5901.10.00

- Textile fabrics coated with gum or
amylaceous substances, of a kind used for
the outer covers of books or the like

5901.90

- Other

5901.90.90

--- Other

59.02

Tire cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of
nylon or other polyamides, polyesters or
viscose rayon.

5902.10.00

B-

10.5%

B-

10.5%

- Of nylon or other polyamides

B-

8.7%

5902.20.00

- Of polyesters

B-

8.7%

5902.90.00

- Other

B-

8.7%

59.03

Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered
or laminated with plastics, other than those
of heading No. 59.02.

5903.10

- With polyvinyl chloride

5903.10.10

--- Textile fabrics not containing man- made
fibres

B-

10.5%

5903.10.20

--- Textile fabrics containing man- made fibres B-

11.5%

5903.20

- With polyurethane

5903.20.10

--- Textile fabrics not containing man- made
fibres

B-

10.5%

5903.20.20

--- Textile fabrics containing man- made fibres B-

11.5%

5903.90

- Other
--- Textile fabrics not containing manmade fibres:

5903.90.11

---- Woven, solely of cotton, bleached, the
weight of the cotton exceeding two- thirds of
the weight of the coated or impregnated fabric

B-

10.5%

5903.90.12

---- Woven, solely of cotton, unbleached

B-

10.5%

5903.90.19

---- Other

B-

10.5%

5903.90.20

--- Textile fabrics containing man- made fibres B-

11.5%

59.04

Linoleum, whether or not cut to shape; floor
coverings consisting of a coating or covering
applied on a textile backing, whether or not
cut to shape.

5904.10.00

- Linoleum

B-

4.5%

5904.91

-- With a base consisting of needleloom felt
or nonwovens

5904.91.10

--- Floor coverings of a kind used in dairy cattle Bstalls

6.3%

5904.91.90

--- Other

B-

11.5%

5904.92.00

-- With other textile base

B-

11.5%

5905.00

Textile wall coverings.

B-

10.5%

- Other:

--- Other:
5905.00.99

---- Other

59.06

Rubberized textile fabrics, other than those
of heading No. 59.02.

5906.10

- Adhesive tape of a width not exceeding 20
cm

5906.10.10

--- Textile fabrics not containing man- made
fibres

B-

10.5%

5906.10.20

--- Textile fabrics containing man- made fibres B-

11.5%

- Other:
5906.91

-- Knitted or crocheted

5906.91.10

--- Textile fabrics not containing man- made
fibres

B-

10.5%

5906.91.20

--- Textile fabrics containing man- made fibres B-

11.5%

5906.99

-- Other

5906.99.10

--- Textile fabrics not containing man- made
fibres

B-

10.5%

5906.99.20

--- Textile fabrics containing man- made fibres B-

11.5%

5907.00

Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated,
coated or covered; painted canvas being
theatrical scenery, studio back- cloths or the
like.
--- Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated,
coated or covered:

5907.00.11

---- Oilcloth

B-

5.2%

5907.00.12

---- Other, textile fabrics not containing manmade fibres

B-

10.5%

5907.00.13

---- Other, textile fabrics containing man- made Bfibres

11.5%

--- Painted canvas being theatrical
scenery, studio back- cloths or the like:
5907.00.29

---- Other

B-

15.8%

5908.00

Textile wicks, woven, plaited or knitted, for
lamps, stoves, lighters, candles or the like;
incandescent gas mantles and tubular
knitted gas mantle fabric therefor, whether
or not impregnated.

5908.00.10

--- Gas mantles

B-

7%

5908.00.90

--- Other

B-

15.5%

5909.00

Textile hosepiping and similar textile tubing,
with or without lining, armour or accessories
of other materials.

5909.00.10

--- Fire hose

B-

9.1%

5909.00.90

--- Other

B-

11.2%

5910.00

Transmission or conveyor belts or belting, of
textile material, whether or not
impregnated, coated, covered or laminated
with plastics, or reinforced with metal or
other material.

5910.00.10

--- Conveyor belts, cut to length B- 1.7%

5910.00.90

--- Other

59.11

Textile products and articles, for technical
uses, specified in Note 7 to this Chapter.

5911.10

- Textile fabrics, felt and felt- lined woven
fabrics, coated, covered or laminated with
rubber, leather or other material, of a kind
used for card clothing, and similar fabrics of
a kind used for other technical purposes,
including narrow fabrics made of velvet
impregnated with rubber, for covering
weaving spindles (weaving beams).

B-

8%

--- Blankets, blanketing or lapping:
5911.10.11

---- Of a kind used on offset printing machinery B-

5.6%

5911.10.90

--- Other

B-

10.5%

5911.20.00

- Bolting cloth, whether or not made up

B-

15.4%

- Textile fabrics and felts, endless or fitted
with linking devices, of a kind used in
paper- making or similar machines (for
example, for pulp or asbestos- cement):
5911.31.00

-- Weighing less than 650 g/m²

B-

1.7%

5911.32.00

-- Weighing 650 g/m² or more

B-

1.7%

5911.40.00

- Straining cloth of a kind used in oil presses Bor the like, including that of human hair

5911.90

- Other

5911.90.20

--- Filters of a kind used on cigarette-tow
presses

B-

1.7%

5911.90.90

--- Other

B-

8.7%

CHAPTER 60 KNITTED OR CROCHETED FABRICS
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
60.01

Pile fabrics, including "long pile'' fabrics

11.5%

and terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted.
6001.10.00

- "Long pile" fabrics

B-

17.5%

- Looped pile fabrics:
6001.21.00

-- Of cotton

B-

10.5%

6001.22.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6001.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

10.5%

- Other:
6001.91.00

-- Of cotton

B-

10.5%

6001.92.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6001.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

10.5%

60.02

Other knitted or crocheted fabrics.

6002.10

- Of a width not exceeding 30 cm, containing
by weight 5% or more of elastomeric yarn
or rubber thread

6002.10.10

--- Knitted netting or lace, of vegetable fibres,
not containing any other textile fibres

B-

4.5%

6002.10.20

--- Other lace

B-

14%

6002.10.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

6002.20

- Other, of a width not exceeding 30 cm

6002.20.10

--- Lace, solely of vegetable fibres

B-

4.5%

6002.20.20

--- Other lace

B-

14%

6002.20.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

6002.30

- Of a width exceeding 30 cm, containing by
weight 5% or more of elastomeric yarn or
rubber thread

6002.30.10

--- Lace of vegetable fibres, not containing any Bother textile fibers

4.5%

6002.30.20

--- Other lace

B-

14%

6002.30.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

B-

17.5%

- Other fabrics, warp knit (including those
made on galloon knitting machines):
6002.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

6002.42

-- Of cotton

6002.42.10

--- Lace, solely of cotton or solely of cotton and Bother vegetable fibres

4.5%

6002.42.20

--- Other lace

B-

14%

6002.42.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

6002.43

-- Of man- made fibres

6002.43.10

--- Lace

B-

14%

6002.43.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

6002.49

-- Other

6002.49.10

--- Lace, solely of vegetable fibres

B-

4.5%

6002.49.20

--- Other lace

B-

14%

6002.49.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

B-

17.5%

- Other:
6002.91.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

6002.92

-- Of cotton

6002.92.10

--- Circular knit, solely of cotton yarns
Bmeasuring less than 100 decitex per single yarn
(exceeding 100 metric number per single yarn)

17.5%

6002.92.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

6002.93.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6002.99.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

B

17.5%

CHAPTER 61 ARTICLES OF APPAREL AND
CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, KNITTED
OR CROCHETED
All Items duty-free upon implementation of
the Agreement with the exception of:
61.01

Men's or boys' overcoats, car- coats, capes,
cloaks, anoraks (including ski- jackets),
wind- cheaters, wind- jackets and similar
articles, knitted or crocheted, other than
those of heading No. 61.03.

6101.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

6101.20.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6101.30.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6101.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.02

Women's or girls' overcoats, car- coats,
capes, cloaks, anoraks (including skijackets), wind- cheaters, wind- jackets and
similar articles, knitted or crocheted, other
than those of heading No. 61.04.

6102.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6102.20.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6102.30.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6102.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.03

Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets,
blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear),
knitted or crocheted.
- Suits:

6103.11.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6103.12.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6103.19

-- Of other textile materials

6103.19.10

--- Of cotton or of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6103.19.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

- Ensembles:
6103.21.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6103.22.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6103.23.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6103.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Jackets and blazers:
6103.31.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6103.32.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6103.33.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6103.39

-- Of other textile materials

6103.39.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6103.39.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

- Trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts:
6103.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6103.42.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6103.43.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6103.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.04

Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets
and blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts,
trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts (other than swimwear), knitted or
crocheted.
- Suits:

6104.11.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6104.12.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6104.13.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6104.19

-- Of other textile materials

6104.19.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6104.19.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

- Ensembles:
6104.21.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6104.22.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6104.23.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6104.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Jackets and blazers:
6104.31.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6104.32.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6104.33.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6104.39

-- Of other textile materials

6104.39.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6104.39.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

- Dresses:
6104.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6104.42.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6104.43.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6104.44.00

-- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6104.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Skirts and divided skirts:
6104.51.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6104.52.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6104.53.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6104.59

-- Of other textile materials

6104.59.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6104.59.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

- Trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts:
6104.61.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6104.62.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6104.63.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6104.69.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.05

Men's or boys' shirts, knitted or crocheted.

6105.10.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6105.20.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6105.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.06

Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirtblouses, knitted or crocheted.

6106.10.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6106.20.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6106.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.07

Men's or boys' underpants, briefs,
nightshirts, pyjamas, bathrobes, dressing
gowns and similar articles, knitted or
crocheted.
- Underpants and briefs:

6107.11.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6107.12.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6107.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Nightshirts and pyjamas:
6107.21.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6107.22.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6107.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Other:
6107.91.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6107.92.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6107.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.08

Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, briefs,
panties, nightdresses, pyjamas, négligés,
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar
articles, knitted or crocheted.
- Slips and petticoats:

6108.11.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6108.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Briefs and panties:
6108.21.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6108.22.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6108.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Nightdresses and pyjamas:
6108.31.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6108.32.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6108.39.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Other:
6108.91.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6108.92.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6108.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.09

T- shirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or
crocheted.

6109.10.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6109.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.10

Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist- coats
and similar articles, knitted or crocheted.

6110.10

- Of wool or fine animal hair

6110.10.10

--- Women's or girls', valued at not less than
$20/kg

B

11.5%

6110.10.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

6110.20.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6110.30.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6110.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.11

Babies' garments and clothing accessories,
knitted or crocheted.

6111.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6111.20.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6111.30.00

- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6111.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.12

Track suits, ski suits and swimwear, knitted
or crocheted.
- Track suits:

6112.11.00

-- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6112.12.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6112.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

6112.20.00

- Ski suits

B

17.5%

- Men's or boys' swimwear:
6112.31.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6112.39.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Women's or girls' swimwear:
6112.41.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6112.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

6113.00

Garments, made up of knitted or crocheted
fabrics of heading No. 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07.

6113.00.10

--- Diving suits

B

4.5%

6113.00.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

61.14

Other garments, knitted or crocheted.

6114.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6114.20.00

- Of cotton

B

17.5%

6114.30.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6114.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

61.15

Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other
hosiery, including stockings for varicose
veins and footwear without applied soles,
knitted or crocheted.
- Panty hose and tights:

6115.11.00

-- Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single
yarn less than 67 decitex

B

17.5%

6115.12.00

-- Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single
yarn 67 decitex or more

B

17.5%

6115.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

6115.20.00

B
- Women's full- length or knee- length
hosiery, measuring per single yarn less than
67 decitex

12.2% and
2.3¢/pair

- Other:
6115.91.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

9.3%

6115.92.00

-- Of cotton

B

12.2% and
2.3¢/pair

6115.93.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

12.2% and
2.3¢/pair

6115.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

12.2% and
2.3¢/pair

61.16

Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or
crocheted.

6116.10.00

- Impregnated, coated or covered with
plastics or rubber

B

11.5%

- Other:
6116.91.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

11.5%

6116.92.00

-- Of cotton

B

11.5%

6116.93.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

11.5%

6116.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

11.5%

61.17

Other made up clothing accessories, knitted
or crocheted; knitted or crocheted parts of
garments or of clothing accessories.

6117.10.00

- Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils
and the like

B

17.5%

6117.20.00

- Ties, bow ties and cravats

B

17.5%

6117.80

- Other accessories

6117.80.10

--- Belts; badges and the like

B

7%

6117.80.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

6117.90

- Parts

6117.90.10

--- Of the goods of tariff item No. 6113.00.10

B

4.5%

6117.90.20

--- Linings for gloves, mittens or mitts

B

11.5%

6117.90.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

Tariff Item

Description

CHAPTER 62 ARTICLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING
ACCESSORIES, NOT KNITTED OR
CROCHETED
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the

Staging
Rate
Category

Agreement with the exception of:
62.01

Men's or boys' overcoats, car- coats, capes,
cloaks, anoraks (including ski- jackets), windcheaters, wind- jackets and similar articles, other
than those of heading No. 62.03.
- Overcoats, raincoats, car- coats, capes,
cloaks and similar articles:

6201.11.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6201.12.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6201.13.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6201.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

B

17.5%

- Other:
6201.91.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

6201.92

-- Of cotton

6201.92.10

--- Men's ski- jackets, solely of cotton

B

21%

6201.92.90

--- Other

B

15.7%

6201.93.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

15.7%

6201.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

62.02

Women's or girls' overcoats, car- coats, capes,
cloaks, anoraks (including ski- jackets), windcheaters, wind- jackets and similar articles, other
than those of heading No. 62.04.
- Overcoats, raincoats, car- coats, capes,
cloaks and similar articles:

6202.11.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6202.12.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6202.13.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6202.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

7%

- Other:
6202.91.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6202.92.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6202.93.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6202.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

62.03

Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers,
trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and
shorts (other than swimwear).
- Suits:

6203.11.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6203.12.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6203.19

-- Of other textile materials

6203.19.10

--- Of cotton or of artificial fibres

B

15.8%

6203.19.90

--- Other

B

15.8%

- Ensembles:
6203.21.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6203.22.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6203.23.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6203.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.8%

- Jackets and blazers:
6203.31.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6203.32.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6203.33.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6203.39

-- Of other textile materials

6203.39.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

15.8%

6203.39.90

--- Other

B

15.8%

- Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts:
6203.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6203.42.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6203.43.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6203.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

62.04

Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets,

blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers,
bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts
(other than swimwear).
- Suits:
6204.11.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6204.12.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6204.13.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6204.19

-- Of other textile materials

6204.19.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6204.19.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

- Ensembles:
6204.21.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6204.22.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6204.23.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6204.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

- Jackets and blazers:
6204.31.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6204.32.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6204.33.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6204.39

-- Of other textile materials

6204.39.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

15.7%

6204.39.90

--- Other

B

15.7%

- Dresses:
6204.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6204.42.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6204.43.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6204.44.00

-- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6204.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

7%

- Skirts and divided skirts:

6204.51.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6204.52.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6204.53.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6204.59

-- Of other textile materials

6204.59.10

--- Of artificial fibres

B

15.7%

6204.59.90

--- Other

B

15.7%

- Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts:
6204.61.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6204.62.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6204.63.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6204.69.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

62.05

Men's or boys' shirts.

6205.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6205.20.00

- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6205.30.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6205.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

7%

62.06

Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirtblouses.

6206.10.00

- Of silk or silk waste

B

7%

6206.20.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6206.30.00

- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6206.40.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6206.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

62.07

Men's or boys' singlets and other vests,
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas,
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles.
- Underpants and briefs:

6207.11.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6207.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

- Nightshirts and pyjamas:

6207.21.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6207.22.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6207.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

7%

- Other:
6207.91.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6207.92.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6207.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.7%

62.08

Women's or girls' singlets and other vests, slips,
petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses, pyjamas,
négligés, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar
articles.
- Slips and petticoats:

6208.11.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6208.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.2%

- Nightdresses and pyjamas:
6208.21.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6208.22.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6208.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

7%

- Other:
6208.91.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6208.92.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6208.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

7%

62.09

Babies' garments and clothing accessories.

6209.10.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6209.20.00

- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6209.30.00

- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6209.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17%

62.10

Garments, made up of fabrics of heading No.
56.02, 56.03, 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07.

6210.10.00

- Of fabrics of heading No. 56.02 or 56.03

B

16.7%

6210.20.00

- Other garments, of the type described in
subheadings 6201.11 to 6201.19

B

17%

6210.30.00

- Other garments, of the type described in
subheadings 6202.11 to 6202.19

B

17%

6210.40.00

- Other men's or boys' garments

B

17%

6210.50.00

- Other women's or girls' garments

B

16.9%

62.11

Track suits, ski suits and swimwear; other
garments
- Swimwear:

6211.11.00

-- Men's or boys'

B

17%

6211.12.00

-- Women's or girls'

B

17.5%

6211.20.00

- Ski suits

B

17.5%

6211.31.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

- Other garments, men's or boys':
6211.32.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6211.33.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6211.39.00

-- Of other textile materials

B

15.4%

- Other garments, women's or girls':
6211.41.00

-- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6211.42.00

-- Of cotton

B

15.7%

6211.43

-- Of man- made fibres

6211.43.90

--- Other

B

17.5%

6211.49

-- Of other textile materials

6211.49.90

--- Other

B

15.7%

62.12

Brassières, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders,
garters and similar articles and parts thereof,
whether or not knitted or crocheted.

6212.10.00

- Brassières

B

17.5%

6212.20.00

- Girdles and panty- girdles

B

17.5%

6212.30.00

- Corselettes

B

17.5%

6212.90.00

- Other

B

17.5%

62.13

Handkerchiefs.

6213.10.00

- Of silk or silk waste

B

5.6%

6213.20.00

- Of cotton

B

5.6%

6213.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

14.4%

62.14

Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the
like.

6214.10.00

- Of silk or silk waste

B

5.6%

6214.20.00

- Of wool or fine animal hair

B

17.5%

6214.30.00

- Of synthetic fibres

B

17.5%

6214.40.00

- Of artificial fibres

B

17.5%

6214.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

16.6%

62.15

Ties, bow ties and cravats.

6215.10.00

- Of silk or silk waste

B

7%

6215.20.00

- Of man- made fibres

B

17.5%

6215.90.00

- Of other textile materials

B

17.5%

6216.00.00

Gloves, mittens and mitts.

B

11.5%

62.17

Other made up clothing accessories; parts of
garments or of clothing accessories, other than
those of heading No. 62.12.

6217.10.00

- Accessories

B

12.8%

6217.90.00

- Parts

B

16.6%

CHAPTER 63 OTHER MADE UP TEXTILE ARTICLES;
SETS; WORN CLOTHING AND WORN
TEXTILE ARTICLES; RAGS
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement with the exception of:
63.01

Blankets and travelling rugs.

6301.10.00

- Electric blankets

B-

15.7%

6301.20.00

- Blankets (other than electric blankets) and
travelling rugs, of wool or of fine animal hair

B-

10.5%

6301.30.00

- Blankets (other than electric blankets) and
travelling rugs, of cotton

B-

15.7%

6301.40.00

- Blankets (other than electric blankets) and

B-

10.5%

travelling rugs, of synthetic fibres
6301.90.00

- Other blankets and travelling rugs

63.02

Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen
linen.

6302.10.00

- Bed linen, knitted or crocheted

B-

10.5%

B-

17.5%

- Other bed linen, printed:
6302.21.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6302.22.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6302.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15.7%

- Other bed linen:
6302.31.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6302.32.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6302.39.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15.7%

6302.40.00

- Table linen, knitted or crocheted

B-

17.5%

- Other table linen:
6302.51.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6302.53.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6302.59.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15%

6302.60.00

- Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry towelling Bor similar terry fabrics, of cotton

15.7%

- Other:
6302.91.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6302.92.00

-- Of flax

B-

9.1%

6302.93.00

-- Of man- made fibres

B-

17.5%

6302.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15.7%

63.03

Curtains (including drapes) and interior blinds;
curtain or bed valances

B-

17.5%

- Knitted or crocheted:
6303.11.00

-- Of cotton

6303.12.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B-

17.5%

6303.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

17.5%

B-

15.7%

- Other:
6303.91.00

-- Of cotton

6303.92

-- Of synthetic fibres

6303.92.10

--- Made up from fabrics described in tariff item No. B5407.61.10

17.5%

6303.92.90

--- Other

B-

17.5%

6303.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

17.5%

63.04

Other furnishing articles, excluding those of
heading No. 94.04.
- Bedspreads:

6304.11.00

-- Knitted or crocheted

B-

17.5%

6304.19.00

-- Other

B-

16.6%

- Other:
6304.91.00

-- Knitted or crocheted

B-

17.5%

6304.92.00

-- Not knitted or crocheted, of cotton

B-

15.7%

6304.93.00

-- Not knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres

B-

17.5%

6304.99.00

-- Not knitted or crocheted, of other textile
materials

B-

16.1%

63.05

Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of
goods.

6305.20.00

- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

- Of man- made textile materials:
6305.32.00

-- Flexible intermediate bulk containers

B-

17.5%

6305.33.00

-- Other, of polyethylene or polypropylene strip
or the like

B-

17.5%

6305.39.00

-- Other

B-

17.5%

63.06

Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails
for boats, sailboards or landcraft; camping
goods.

- Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds:
6306.11.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6306.12.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B-

17.5%

6306.19.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15.7%

- Tents:
6306.21.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6306.22.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B-

17.5%

6306.29.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

15.7%

- Sails:
6306.31.00

-- Of synthetic fibres

B-

9.1%

6306.39.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

9.1%

- Pneumatic mattresses:
6306.41.00

-- Of cotton

B-

7%

6306.49.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

7%

- Other:
6306.91.00

-- Of cotton

B-

15.7%

6306.99.00

-- Of other textile materials

B-

17.5%

63.07

Other made up articles, including dress patterns.

6307.10

- Floor- cloths, dish- cloths, dusters and similar
cleaning cloths

6307.10.90

--- Other

B-

15.7%

6307.20.00

- Life- jackets and life- belts

B-

15.7%

6307.90

- Other

6307.90.10

--- Belts for occupational use

B-

7%

6307.90.30

--- Furniture moving pads

B-

17.5%

B-

15.7%

--- Other:
6307.90.92

---- Of cotton or other vegetable fibres, except
solely of jute

6307.90.93

---- Of silk

B-

7%

6307.90.99

---- Of other textile materials

B-

17.5%

6308.00.00

BSets consisting of woven fabric and yarn,
whether or not with accessories, for making up
into rugs, tapestries, embroidered table cloths or
serviettes, or similar textile articles, put up in
packings for retail sale.

17.2%

6309.00.00

Worn clothing and other worn articles.

B-

17.5%

CHAPTER 64 FOOTWEAR, GAITERS AND THE LIKE;
PARTS OF SUCH ARTICLES
All Items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement with the exception of:
64.01

Waterproof footwear with outer soles and uppers
of rubber or of plastics, the uppers of which are
neither fixed to the sole nor assembled by
stitching, riveting, nailing, screwing, plugging or
similar processes.

6401.10

- Footwear incorporating a protective metal toecap

6401.10.10

--- Of rubber

Bn1

20%

6401.10.20

--- Of plastics

Bn1

20%

- Other footwear:
6401.91

-- Covering the knee

6401.91.10

--- Of rubber

Bn1

20%

6401.91.20

--- Of plastics

Bn1

20%

6401.92

-- Covering the ankle but not covering the knee

Bn1

20%

--- Riding:
6401.92.12

---- Of plastics
--- Other:

6401.92.91

---- Of rubber

Bn1

20%

6401.92.92

---- Of plastics

Bn1

20%

6401.99

-- Other

--- Of rubber:
6401.99.11

---- Unfinished footwear consisting of an outer sole
and an incomplete upper

Bn2

10.3%

6401.99.19

---- Other

Bn1

20%

6401.99.20

--- Of plastics

Bn1

20%

64.02

Other footwear with outer soles and uppers of
rubber or plastics.
- Sports footwear:

6402.12

-- Ski- boots, cross- country ski footwear and
snowboard boots

6402.12.20

--- Cross- country ski footwear

Bn3

20%

6402.12.30

--- Snowboard boots

Bn4

21.1%

6402.19

-- Other

6402.19.10

--- Soccer; other football, baseball or bowling

Bn4*

21%

6402.19.90

--- Other

Bq1

21%

6402.20

- Footwear with upper straps or thongs
assembled to the sole by means of plugs

6402.20.20

--- Of plastics

Bn4*

21.4%

6402.30.00

- Other footwear, incorporating a protective
metal toe- cap

Bn5

19.4%

- Other footwear:
6402.91.00

-- Covering the ankle

Bn4

21%

6402.99.00

-- Other

BL

21%

64.03

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics,
leather or composition leather and uppers of
leather.
- Sports footwear:

6403.12

-- Ski- boots, cross- country ski footwear and
snowboard boots

6403.12.20

--- Cross- country ski footwear

Bn3

20%

6403.12.30

--- Snowboard boots

Bn4

21.4%

6403.19

-- Other

6403.19.10

--- Soccer; other football or baseball

Bn4*

21.4%

6403.19.20

--- Riding, golf, hiking, climbing, curling, bowling,
skating or training including track and running

BL

21.4%

6403.19.90

--- Other

Bn4*

21.4%

6403.20.00

- Footwear with outer soles of leather, and
uppers which consist of leather straps across the
instep and around the big toe

Bn3

20%

6403.30.00

- Footwear made on a base or platform of wood,
not having an inner sole or a protective metal
toe- cap

Bn3

21.4%

6403.40.00

- Other footwear, incorporating a protective
metal toe- cap

BL

21.4%

Bn3

20%

- Other footwear with outer soles of leather:
6403.51.00

-- Covering the ankle

6403.59

-- Other

6403.59.10

--- Women's footwear, valued at $30.00 or more per Bn6
pair

16%

6403.59.90

--- Other

Bn6

21.4%

BL

21.4%

Bn4*

21.4%

- Other footwear:
6403.91.00

-- Covering the ankle

6403.99

-- Other

6403.99.10

--- Valued at more than $12.50 per pair

6403.99.20

--- Women's footwear, valued at $30.00 or more per Bn4*
pair

16%

6403.99.90

--- Other

21.4%

64.04

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics,
leather or composition leather and uppers of
textile materials.
- Footwear with outer soles of rubber or
plastics:

6404.11

-- Sports footwear; tennis shoes, basketball shoes,
gym shoes, training shoes and the like

Bn3

--- Footwear with outer soles solely of rubber
and uppers of canvas:
6404.11.11

---- Hiking

BL

13%

6404.11.19

---- Other

Bn4*

13%

--- Other:
6404.11.91

---- Hiking

BL

21.4%

6404.11.99

---- Other

Bn4*

21.4%

6404.19

-- Other

6404.19.10

--- Footwear with outer soles solely of rubber and
uppers of canvas

Bn7

13%

6404.19.90

--- Other

BL

21.4%

6404.20.00

- Footwear with outer soles of leather or
composition leather

Bn3

20%

64.05

Other footwear.

6405.10.00

- With uppers of leather or composition leather

Bn3

21.4%

6405.20

- With uppers of textile materials

6405.20.10

--- Footwear with outer soles and uppers of wool
felt

Bn3

21.4%

6405.20.90

--- Other

Bn3

21.4%

6405.90.00

- Other

Bn3

21.4%

64.06

Parts of footwear (including uppers whether or
not attached to soles other than outer soles);
removable in- soles, heel cushions and similar
articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, and
parts thereof.

6406.10

- Uppers and parts thereof, other than stiffeners

6406.10.11

---- Uppers, the external surface of which is 50% or Bq2
more of textile material

19.4%

6406.10.19

---- Other

Bq2

19.4%

6406.10.90

--- Other

BL

6%

--- Of textile materials:

- Other:
6406.99

-- Of other materials

6406.99.30

--- Gaiters or leggings of textile material

Bn8

8%

6406.99.90

--- Other

Bn4*

4%

CHAPTER 65 HEADGEAR AND PARTS THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 66 UMBRELLAS, SUN UMBRELLAS,
WALKING- STICKS, SEAT- STICKS, WHIPS,
RIDING- CROPS AND PARTS THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement

CHAPTER 67 PREPARED FEATHERS AND DOWN AND
ARTICLES MADE OF FEATHERS OR OF
DOWN; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS; ARTICLES
OF HUMAN HAIR
All items duty-free upon implementation of the
Agreement
SECTION XIII: ARTICLES OF STONE, PLASTER, CEMENT, ASBESTOS,
MICA OR SIMILAR MATERIALS; CERAMIC PRODUCTS; GLASS AND
GLASSWARE
CHAPTER 68 ARTICLES OF STONE, PLASTER, CEMENT,
ASBESTOS, MICA OR SIMILAR MATERIALS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 69 CERAMIC PRODUCTS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 70 GLASS AND GLASSWARE
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XIV: NATURAL OR CULTURED PEARLS, PRECIOUS OR SEMIPRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METALS, METALS CLAD WITH
PRECIOUS METAL AND ARTICLES THEREOF; IMITATION JEWELLERY;
COIN
CHAPTER 71 NATURAL OR CULTURED PEARLS, PRECIOUS OR
SEMI- PRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METALS,
METALS CLAD WITH PRECIOUS METAL, AND
ARTICLES THEREOF; IMITATION JEWELLERY;
COIN
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XV: BASE METALS AND ARTICLES OF BASE METAL
CHAPTER 72 IRON AND STEEL
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 73 ARTICLES OF IRON OR STEEL
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 74 COPPER AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 75 NICKEL AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 76 ALUMINUM AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 77 (Reserved for possible future use in the Harmonized
System)
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 78 LEAD AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 79 ZINC AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 80 TIN AND ARTICLES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 81 OTHER BASE METALS; CERMETS; ARTICLES
THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 82 TOOLS, IMPLEMENTS, CUTLERY, SPOONS AND
FORKS, OF BASE METAL; PARTS THEREOF OF BASE
METAL
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 83 MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES OF BASE METAL
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XVI: MACHINERY AND MECHANICAL APPLIANCES;
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT; PARTS THEREOF; SOUND RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCERS, TELEVISION IMAGE AND SOUND RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCERS, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES
CHAPTER 84 NUCLEAR REACTORS, BOILERS, MACHINERY AND

MECHANICAL APPLIANCES ; PARTS THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 85 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT AND
PARTS THEREOF;SOUND RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCERS, TELEVISION IMAGE AND SOUND
RECORDERS AND REPRODUCERS, AND PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XVII: VEHICLES, AIRCRAFT, VESSELS AND ASSOCIATED
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
CHAPTER 86 RAILWAY OR TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
ROLLING- STOCK AND PARTS THEREOF; RAILWAY
OR TRAMWAY TRACK FIXTURES AND FITTINGS
AND PARTS THEREOF; MECHANICAL (INCLUDING
ELECTRO- MECHANICAL)TRAFFIC SIGNALLING
EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 87 VEHICLES OTHER THAN RAILWAY OR TRAMWAY
ROLLING- STOCK, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 88 AIRCRAFT, SPACECRAFT AND PARTS THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 89 SHIPS, BOATS AND FLOATING STRUCTURES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XVIII: OPTICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC,
MEASURING, CHECKING, PRECISION, MEDICAL OR SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS; CLOCKS AND WATCHES; MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
CHAPTER 90 OPTICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC,
MEASURING, CHECKING, PRECISION, MEDICAL OR
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS; PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 91 CLOCKS AND WATCHES AND PARTS THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 92 MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XIX: PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
CHAPTER 93 ARMS AND AMMUNITION; PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XX: MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURED ARTICLES
CHAPTER 94 FURNITURE; BEDDING, MATTRESSES, MATTRESS
SUPPORTS, CUSHIONS AND SIMILAR STUFFED
FURNISHINGS; LAMPS AND LIGHTING FITTINGS,
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED OR INCLUDED;
ILLUMINATED SIGNS, ILLUMINATED NAMEPLATES AND THE LIKE; PREFABRICATED
BUILDINGS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 95 TOYS, GAMES AND SPORTS REQUISITES; PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 96 MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURED ARTICLES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement
SECTION XXI: WORKS OF ART, COLLECTORS' PIECES AND ANTIQUES
CHAPTER 97 WORKS OF ART, COLLECTORS' PIECES AND
ANTIQUES
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

CHAPTER 98 SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION PROVISIONS
All items duty-free upon implementation of the Agreement

